PART I

DIAGNOSIS

INTRODUCTION

We pray God that the general elections to be held in 12 June 2011 turns out to be an auspicious occasion for our country, the Islamic world and all humanity.

Every election is important. This election is even more important. That is because this election takes place at a very critical point in our history. The problems below are threatening the future of our country. The decision that will be made in 12 June 2011 General Elections will determine whether a government which is capable of producing solutions to the below questions comes to power or whether it will be a continuation of the governments that produce these solutions. Some of the problems that threaten the future of our country’s future are listed below:
Our moral and spiritual values are being destroyed.
Our national solidarity and unity are under threat.
Our country’s economy has been made dependable to other countries.
A major portion of our country’s resources are put under foreign control.
The percentage of foreign presence in our Stock exchange market has superseded 70%.
Major proportion of our national income has been transferred abroad as interest and profit by foreign companies.
As our economy grows in numbers our people are getting poorer, and our country is regressing.
Despite the fact that our economy is announced to be the 17th in the world, in terms of the level of development our country ranks as 83rd because of the foreigners who are allowed to get an important part of our income.

If a government that is capable of providing solutions to these problems does not come into power after the general elections in 12 June 2011 Turkey’s future will remain under threat. In this election our nation will either vote for the National Outlook which is [the embodiment of] its own belief and opinion and will start the “Rebuilding of Great Turkey” by putting Felicity Party in power; or it will put the ones who transfer the resources of our country to the racist and monopolist imperialism, in power and [as a result] our country will turn into a semi-colony.

With our votes we will either choose felicity and dignity or poverty and derogation…

Every election is important; why is this election more important?
Because we will choose our representatives with the votes we will cast and we will trust the government of the country to them. We will be part of their executive decisions with our votes. We will be responsible for both the good deeds they achieve and the sins they commit.
We will determine the future of our children and ourselves with these votes.
Casting a vote means approval and it is very important. If that is the case then we can support party as if it is a sports club. We can’t be the onlookers to this
degrading course that threaten the unity and solidarity of country by taking just a side in this political struggle which turned into a rower’s fight.

We should both examine the party platforms of the parties and judge them based on their past deeds. If the parties are judged correctly and considered objectively we believe that you will choose Felicity Party which is the sole party that represents the National Outlook that will turn Turkey into “Great Turkey” again and that will govern our country based on right and justice. It is because Felicity Party represents the values and the world view of our own nation.

Democracy is possible if the people are governing themselves based on their own world view and values. The regime would not be a democracy if it is a country where the nation is governed based on the wished and the will of the internal and external hegemonic powers despite the fact that those who govern come into power by getting the votes of the people.

In Turkey under the banner of democracy a game of “democrator” is staged. Democracy is a system of government in which the people elect the representatives based on their own wishes and will and trust the power of government for a set period of time, whose performance and disposal is inspected. “Democrator”, on the other hand, is the method of using the concept of democracy in manipulating the people to take their vote and thus become the “tools of the government.”

Every election is an important event. Election means voting the future of a country. Today our country’s future is under serious threat and it is under mortgage. Because of this reason this election has historical importance. To put another way, this carries the meaning of “TO BE or NOT TO BE.” Therefore, in the sections below, we present an election manifesto in which we describe the current condition of our country, the dangers lying ahead, our concerns about the danger the world is facing and state our nation’s salvation recipe.

The problems Turkey faces today

In recent years Turkey, unfortunately, has not been a livable country. On the contrary, it has become a country in which the living standards are getting worse. There is no sign of improvement in the horizon. Majority of our people are not facing the future with hope.

Turkey has everything not only to be a livable country but also to be a powerful country. It has natural resources, a strategic geography, a rich historical resources and human capital. However none of these are utilized as they are supposed to. A national economic development model has not been developed that could trigger the national dynamics in our country.
The problems of Turkey have become graver during the nine year period of government.

Our unity and solidarity are under threat

Western imperialist centers accept racism as the foundational dynamic of their countries’ unity and solidarity. On the other hand, in the geographies they want to colonize they use it [racism] as a means for the policy of “divide, cause clashes, rule and exploit.” These centers, used racism as a vehicle of division and clash and divided the Ottoman Empire and accelerated the process of its collapse. Today, in our geography they try to use racism and sectarian differences to divide and create clashes.

They alienated our youth from religious and spiritual values with the unnational education policies implemented in our country. They supported the racist and divisive currents. The current government, with the “Kurdish Opening” initiative conducted under Western guidance, supported and encouraged the divisive currents in our country. “Islamic fraternity” consciousness that is in the foundational glue of our national unity and solidarity has been weakened. The hold over of the Southern and Eastern Anatolia, the violation of the fundamental rights and freedoms by public institutions prepared the context for the weakening of the ties of unity and solidarity in our country.

Today the unity and solidarity of our country is under threat. USA and EU support the divisive currents indirectly. We are concerned about the spread of political and social instability started in the Islamic geography to our country.

The fundamental principles of National Outlook are the basic glue and assurance of national unity and solidarity.

Moral and spiritual values are destroyed in our country

Current unnational education policies and television series paved way to the weakening of the moral and spiritual values in our country. Family and neighborliness ties are weakened. Current JDP government couldn’t make an improvement in the education programs for the past eight years. It couldn’t make arrangements that emphasize the education of moral and spiritual values. It just remained an onlooker while the society’s moral values are destroyed.

The destruction of the moral values by the Internet and media continues. Violence between the school and the family is on the rise and the addiction to drugs and alcohol is continuously increases.

TV series batter down the moral values of our society. These TV series that encourage our youth to have bad habits encourage laziness, consumption without production and wasting time. The facts of our glorious past are misrepresented, misinformation about historical figures are spreaded.
The news that we receive almost every day about girls of 12-13 are being raped demonstrates the dimensions of the moral destruction in our society.

Families are shattered.

Children turn into crime machines.

Drugs and prostitution reached primary education.

Fraud and burglary networks are everywhere.

Debt collection and bankruptcy cause suicides.

Brutal murders and rapes are horrifying.

We stand at the edge of a cliff.

3. Our country has important economic problems.

Our country is in its worst social and economic depression in history.

a) Chronic Unemployment

Unemployment indicates the situation in which a person capable and willing to work is deprived of the opportunity to work. In our country one out of every five people who is willing and capable is unemployed.

Unemployment which has social and economic aspects is one of the most important problems our country faces. Unemployment is a problem that impoverishes the masses and threatens social peace.

Unemployment has social and economic aspects for both the person looking for work, his family and the society he lives in.

Unemployment problem is not a natural disaster. It is a man-made problem caused by wrong policies that restricts production and leads to injustice in allocation.

Under normal circumstances people produce more than they consume when they are employed. Part of the production value is consumed and if the remaining part is saved and directed towards investment, it not only creates new employment opportunities but also new ways and means to improve productivity are invented and developed. Labor is potential capital. Finding work for the unemployed enriches both the worker and the country.

Today out of every 100 people who is willing and capable to work approximately 20 of them are unemployed. The unnational economic policies that are implemented makes impoverishes our people through unemployment and sentences them to misery.

Global economic crisis of 2008 made a restricting impact on the non-financial sector in Turkey. It upset the macro economic balances. There were important decreases in domestic and international demand. Many companies had to close down and let the
employees go. In this period youth unemployment exceeded 20%, unemployment excluding agriculture was 17%. In the real economy we see that the unemployment rates are greater than what is announced. The improvement in 2010 benefitted only the financiers and rentiers, the citizens couldn’t benefit from the economic growth. By the end of 2010 the unemployment in our country is still 11.9% and it shows that the unemployment is the biggest problem of our country.

In Turkey there are 18 million young people who are of age to marry. However 13 million of this population is unemployed. The JDP government couldn't produce permanent solutions to the unemployment problem. Unemployment continues to be a chronic problem.

Felicity Party offers to implement an economic model that is based on right and justice, science and human benefit. Economic policies are successful only if it creates the jobs for those who are willing and capable to work. If they do not create such opportunities then they are not successful. In this system high interest rates are the main cause of both unemployment and the injustice in allocation of resources.

b) Our people are getting relatively impoverished

More than half of our people have difficulties in their livelihood. Our country stands at the center of the world. Even if we have the natural resources due to the mishandled economic policies an important portion of our population is impoverished. As the number of dollar millionaires increase, the number of people who need food and coal support increases.

Current economic policies have left 20 million people living below the poverty line. As a matter of fact according to the Turkish Statistical Institute(TSI)'s data in 2009 the number of poor people increased 0.97 points and reached 18% compared to the previous year. This percentage was around 17% in 2008. To put differently, the number of people who are absolutely poor is 12.7 million. Approximately one in every five people is poor.

In our country the people living in rural areas are much poorer. Based on TSI data 35 percent of the rural population was poor in 2008. This percentage is increased to 39 percent in 2009. 10 percent of the urban population is also poor. Implementation of wrong policies in agriculture made our farmers and peasants poorer.

Current old and outmoded economic structures creates problems. Poverty can't be prevented without structural change. [Without structural change] a permanent solution to the unemployment can't be found.

c) Fischer-Dervis model made our economy dependent

Our nation remembers and reminisces the years 1996-97, the period of the Welfare-Path Coalition Government with appreciation and yearning. Despite all the accusation that ad no scientific and legal basis and the domestic and foreign attacks and obstacles Erbakan’s 54th Government became the most successful government in the history of the Republic. In 1997, Turkey's GDP increased by 9.1%. The increase of GDP per capita was fast. The resources cut from the official and unofficial embezzlements are transferred to the sectors
of the society. Workers, civil servants, retirees, farmers and tradesmen smiled. Markets are revived, industrialists produced and the merchants exported.

With the "February 28th post-modern coup d’état" a period of lies and looting started in Turkey. 54th Erbakan government disturbed the racist-monopolist imperialist circles as it started to implement measures against all kinds of exploitation. [To prevent these measured] the so-called leaders of the NGOs that are directed by the hegemonic powers and evil centers are out into action. The deputies of the True Path party that was the coalition partner in 54th Erbakan Government are pressured. After the banishment of the 54th Erbakan government from power with the "February 28th post-modern coup d’état" a period of looting is started. Just during the 57th government, the transfer made for the interest on the domestic and foreign debt is reaching 100 billion dollars. If this amount is projected to the extraordinary five years it would reach 140 billion dollars. 40 million dollars embezzled through the banks. 50 million dollar decrease in GDP, 40 million dollars lost due to the embargo on Iraq and 30 million dollars lost due to corruption sums up the bill of this extraordinary period to 300 million dollars. This account excludes the losses of the national institutions and private entrepreneurs as a result of the financial crisis of February 2001.

The economic depression that started in February 2001, forced the three-party-coalition government to apply to IMF. Kemal Dervis and his mentor Stanley Fischer were invited to Turkey. Dervis together with Fisher who is still the president of the Israeli Central Bank convinced the government to implement Fischer-Dervis model. This model causes the current economic problems in our country. It made the economy dependent.

The economic structure this model built aimed to:

1) decrease the agricultural production through the quotas and low floor prices

2) control the inflation by decreasing the purchasing power

3) offer the global capital profitable areas through the privatization policies

4) make banking and finance sectors foreign

5) expand the monopoly areas in the domestic market

6) provide highest profit to the international finance capitalists through low exchange rate-high interest policy and hot money transfers.

These economic policies, which are developed within the framework determined by the institutions like the World Bank and the IMF, implemented by the JDP government throughout nine years to the letter. These policies made our country a new profit zone for the global capital seeking profits through speculation. This is the reason why economic crises are created in Turkey, why the banks are bankrupted, why some of the banks are supported and rescued by transferring millions of dollars. Nobody can claim to explain all these events as a result of honest mistakes or negligence. This picture is too grave to be
the result of ignorance, inexperience or miscalculation. JDP governments are responsible for this picture. Fisher-Dervis model that JDP endorsed to stop domestic looting made the country a global colony zone.

d) Our shopkeepers and artisans had to close down their stores

Our shopkeepers and artisans are going through tough times not only due to the declining purchase power of the workers, civil servants, farmers or retirees but also due the rising number of shopping malls. Throughout the nine years of JDP government one million forty eight thousand artisans had to close their shops down and had to join the army of the unemployed.

Debt of the artisan has risen to 17 billion TL.

Protested bills increased six fold and now accounts 6 billion TL.

Bounced checks increased 2.5 fold.

e) Agriculture is collapsed.

One of the most prominent problems of the world is starvation and malnutrition. As the population of the world increases so does the need for food. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations declares that today 900 million in the world suffer from starvation and people with malnutrition are more than one billion. The fear of starvation shows that agricultural sector needs to be given priority. Developed countries, which are well aware of this situation, support agriculture. For example, in the USA 100 billion dollars and in the EU 60 billion dollars of support is transferred to agriculture while Turkey reserves an inadequate 3-3.5 billion dollars for agriculture.

Misguided agricultural policies of DLP [Democratic Left Party]- NAP [Nationalist Action Party]- MP[Motherland Party] government are continued during JDP government. In the mean time our farmers engaged in agricultural production are not supported neither in the production nor in the marketing stages and are abandoned to their fate. As a result, our farmers suffered and are unable to engage in production.

Hence agricultural production dropped and Turkey which used to be among seven or eight countries that are self-sufficient turned into an importing country in recent years. So much so that our country, under JDP government had to import wheat, rice, corn, cotton as well as livestock. Turkey, which previously exported livestock, is now in a position to import in 2010.

f) The future of our nation is put under mortgage because of the debt mechanisms

Wrong economic and political choices pushed the country to the verge of bankruptcy. The country is pushed to a swamp of heavy debt with the economic policies executed under JDP government. In contemporary Turkish economy, as of the end of 2010 public debt has exceeded 500 billion dollars. In our country it is not only the state that is debt. Our businesses, our people and our nation are indebted. It is predicted that twenty percent
of the revenue of the public budget of 2011 will be reserved to pay the interest[of the debt]. The ratio of saving in our country is lowered and in order to make the economic wheel run the necessity of further indebtedness emerged. Debts are paid by new debts. With the debt-interest-debt mechanism, our people are impoverished. The country’s future is almost mortgaged by the finance barons. As a nation we work and produce. It is those who trade money and symbolic value that profit. Those who trade goods are just trying to stand on their feet.

The savings deficit is tried to be closed through debt and hot money. The hot money that comes and goes in an instant brings huge profit. The rulers of the country do whatever the rulers of the world tell them to do. The government dares not tax this hot money. Furthermore, the current government warns the opposition not to make any declarations that might frighten the hot money. It indirectly invites the opposition to be a part of the continuation of this order of lies and looting.

g. The Economy is estranged.

Important businesses and banks of Turkey are transferred to the hands of foreigners by privatization. The ratio of the foreigners in production, finance and the service sector has increased. Privatization policy started to be implemented in 1985 in Turkey. The revenue acquired as a result of privatization between 1985 and 2010 is about 50 billion dollars. The amount reserved to pay the interest just in the year 2011 is 47.5 billion dollars. In other words, the revenue gained through the privatization of public enterprises and public lands does not even cover the interest payments of the public debt for a year and a half. In our country a considerable portion of the privatized public enterprises is sold to foreigners. In other words, national enterprises are alienated.

The most important means of the neo-colonialism is the interest, the rentier economy. Turkey and the rest of the developing countries are sunk to the indebtedness swamp. It is inevitable for an economy in which all of its resources are looted, production is punished, making money through money became the rule; to produce not only unemployment, poverty, moral degradation and spiritual indignity but also chaos. Consequently, in Turkey political tension is increased and polarization is encouraged. Today the Republic of Turkey goes through its worst days in history. It is not only the number of the unemployed, the hungry, the poor that is increasing. All of the resources of Turkey, businesses, banks, mines and markets are confiscated: the independence of our country and even the border are threatened. Attempts that threaten national unity and solidarity by the encouragement of malaise and internal conflict continue.

h) Our economy is turned into a rantier and corruption economy

Our economy is transformed into a rent-centered economy. It is not the producers but the rentiers who posses the bigger share of the national income. While producers are struggling to stand on their feet the banks are announcing record profit. While the masses get poorer the number of dollar billionaires is increasing. Majority of our people get poorer but a small minority continue to acquire capital through interest, scoops and robberies. In our country a solution can’t be provided to the problem of corruption.
Turkey ranks 58 (among 180 countries) in corruption with 4.6 points between Lithuania and Poland.

i) Our social structure is collapsed

Social structure is composed of social institutions, especially the family. In a society where family and neighborly relations are weakened, cooperation between different social strata and the mentality of solidarity will also decrease. Current education system that weakens our national and moral values leads to the dissolution of the social structure. Felicity Party aims to strengthen the social structure through an education system that prioritizes morality and spirituality. Moral education strengthens and disseminates compassion, love and tolerance between social strata. A society with a strong social structure can overcome all hardships and difficulties through solidarity and unity. Current education system, visual and print media made our people exceedingly selfish. Like its predecessor JDP government distanced the people in our country further from these higher ideals and made earthly concerns prevalent.

Politics is no longer the struggle for the primacy of fairness and justice but a struggle for rank, office, fame and wealth accumulation.

Real politics is transformed into the endorsement of the mentality that states that there is no other choice but to serve the interests of the sovereigns.

In a society where morality, spiritual values and high ideals are weakened, the dissolution and decay of the social structure becomes inescapable.

These factors that threaten our country as stated above also threaten other countries. Globalizations is not designed by the sovereigns as a world where the burdens and the blessings are shared. Globalization is stated as “globalization of capital” by the money barons. As a result, the countries rich countries install a one-way filter between the poor countries and themselves. With this filter they are able to transfer the capital of poor countries and natural resources while blocking the transfer of the labor force and people in general. The debts of the populations of the poor countries increase every day and yet their capital and labor markets shrink. This injustice caused by globalization makes poverty and misery global. This vicious cycle led to the financial crisis in the USA in 2008. This crisis became an economic crisis and affected the whole world including our country.

4. Human Rights Violations Continue

Turkey’s report card on human rights violations is still not good enough. The superficial arrangements made in the name of democratization and human right as a result of the EU pressure are not reflected in the everyday life. The oppression continues with all its cruelty. Public officials continue to be rude and oppressive in their interaction with the people. The changes made with the September 12th referendum is not implemented in the daily life. Implementations are left to the mercy of the bureaucrats.
The practices that limit freedom of thought in Turkey are still in place. As a result of a misplaced understanding of secularism, there is still pressure on beliefs. Even today, thousands of girls are deprived of the right to education due to their headscarves. In short, people’s right of expression and right to religion are systematically obstructed through illegal ways.

Turkey is still not a state where the rule of law is supreme. Files pile up in courts and the cases are not resolved for many years. This victimizes our people and leads to a decreased trust in justice.

5. Welfare State is being made vulnerable

In our country some of the social state practices are abandoned. The money pooled in the unemployment insurance fund is used for different purposes. Misdirected economy policies make masses poorer. As a result of these practices the process of mass impoverishment continues. Approximately one person in every five people is poor. The number of citizens who needs food or coal assistance increases. The understanding of welfare state is tried to be substituted by a rentier state where the state helps the poor as a charity.

6. Contradictions in Foreign Policy

The attempt of Turkey to improve relations with the neighbors can be considered as a positive development. The policy of cooperation and solidarity with the neighboring countries of the National Outlook is partially being implemented. However, the suspicions regarding whether this policy is initiated by Turkey remains. If it was Turkey’s initiative then why Turkey doesn’t play a more active role and remains limited in certain areas remains a question.

Contradictory actions of Turkey in the case of Libya strengthen the allegations that our country plays the part given to her by the Western imperialist powers. Turkey should stay strong in her geography against the outside interventions. She should become more active. She should start the procedure to form the Islamic Union. She should take a pioneering role in strengthening the Islamic Conference and D-8 organizations and the formation of a Peace Force of Muslim Countries that would prevent conflict among Muslim countries.

Imperialist centers brought nothing but exploitation, plunder, conflict and war to the Islamic geography for four centuries. Throughout history the cruel and the unjust bring war and conflict to wherever they go. Exploitation and peace are like gun powder and fire. They cannot exist side by side. The mission of the imperialists is subversion. Peace
can only be sustained by ensuring the primacy of the rule of law and establishment of justice.

In line with this, even if the façade of JDP’s foreign policy looks otherwise, we believe that JDP did not contribute to our country’s interests and the world peace. Even the 1 March 2013 bill that failed to pass the parliament despite the efforts of the prime minister is presented as a successful tactic and then our airspace and ports were opened to US planes for the bombardment of Iraq. Moreover, this invasion did not have the consent of neither UN nor NATO.

Despite this our soldiers had sacks put on their heads, and there was no reaction from JDP government.

In 2004 they claimed the start of EU accession talks as a success but they kept silent when in the progress report there were items against Turkey that might lead to the division of the country.

In Cyprus, they fell for the EU and US game. They first did not oppose the membership of the Greek Cypriots to the EU and they pressured the Turkish Cypriots for the acceptance of Annan Plan. As a result Greek Cypriots had all the advantage.

Despite the act that the Aegean problem is sold, the problem gets bigger with the cooperation of Israel, Greek Cypriots and Greece.

In addition to the co-presidency in ‘Greater Middle East Project’ and ‘the Dialog between Religions’ the policy of zero problems with neighbors did not bring any benefit. Accepting Israel’s inclusion into OECD and not voting in favor of UN resolution that condemns Israel are seen as acts of hypocrisy. The attitude shown towards the appointment of Rasmussen to the General Secretariat of NATO and the so-called concessions that are gained arrived nowhere.

A similar contradiction was experienced in the missile shield project. Despite the fact that Turkey opposed it in the beginning, she had to accept the establishment of these missiles in her land.

As the “One minute” intervention in Davos and the demands for an apology and restitution from Israel received appreciation in Turkey and the Islamic world, the sympathy was neutralized when they gave consent to the attack on Libya.

In addition to this, the fact that Bulgaria did not recognize the elected Mufti and the policy of Greece towards the Turks in Western Thrace have not changed as a result of the zero problem policy.

The government does not hear or care about the declarations of crusades by the US presidents and French minister of Interior, which is very concerning for our country and the Islamic world.
It is our opinion that at the root of this contradictory and defiant attitude lies the weakening of the moral and spiritual values. Moreover, this is also related to the way Turkey surrenders to the international racist-imperialist capital and feels that she is a prisoner of Western subcontracting.

C. Developments in the World and Turkey

A new process of colonization has been initiated in the world under the name of globalization by establishing institutions that are based on "Prevalent Power" approach. Globalization is the project of this "Prevalent Power" tyrannical dominance in the world. The economic crises and depressions that have been created in Turkey and in some countries in the rest of the world are “not a result of negligence and incompetence”, but a result of “a planned and programmed activity” of some external outbreaks that aimed to reach their main goals.

Racist-monopolist powers planned “September 11” Incident to prepare the environment for the establishment a new global world order. This incident has been presented as pretext to establish the new colonial order. Alleging this event, Afghanistan and Iraq were invaded. Deceived masses have been misled by the fear of Islam in the West (Islam-phobia) and have been pushed to acts of terrorism, which caused such events like burning Muslims alive in their homes.

1. Implementation of postmodern colonial policies in Turkey

With the February 28, 1997 postmodern coup; monopolist, racist, and imperialist circles overthrew the 54th government of Erbakan. To move Turkey into the influence domain of the global economy, they brought a collaborative government to the power. As a result of the influence of the racist and monopolistic powers, Pentagon and the U.S. Foreign Office had prepared the February 28th postmodern coup. The domestic actors of the global capital then implemented the plan.

Through this February 28th coup a period of lies and looting has been started in our country. The main purpose of this coup was to force Turkey to be politically and economically dependent to outside. Indeed, the succeeding governments always recognized the roadmap set by the IMF. They turned our country into a semi-colonial one. The current AKP government has uncompromisingly instituted the IMF branded Fischer- Dervis Model. They became very successful compared to the previous tripartite. The AKP government still continues this looting order without changing the framework of 2002.

2. Targets of Global Racist-Monopolist Powers towards Turkey

Except for short-term interests of international capital, the further strategic objective of the IMF program in Turkey is cancelling all kinds of Turkey’s developmental goals. Indeed, as a result of the programs implemented; animal husbandry has been destroyed, agricultural and industrial production has stopped, businesses, factories have been closed, and commercial activities have been reduced to the minimum point. Industrial
organizations have been terminated; many businesses are passed into the hands of foreigners. Some Turkish businesses have been sold to foreigners through mergers. The share of foreigners in the private sector increases.

Intellectuals and administrators are deceived by the story that the phenomenon of globalization is a compulsory transformation and development. Hence the countries, which will probably have bright future such as Turkey, turned into semi-colonial countries. With indebtedness and privatization traps, the control of economic resources of the country passes into the hands of racist-monopolistic capital.

Directing politics and economics of the industrialized countries, racist-monopolistic power circles try to take the rest of the world out of the way to protect their current privileged position. Therefore, the developing countries that are on their way are in danger. According to us, the name of this collapsing plan of the new colonialism is the "postmodern globalized colonization" model.

a) The Great Game – The Promised Land (Arz-I Mev’ud)
The "Great Game" of racist imperialism is to establish the Greater Israel to ensure world domination and to make all people servants and slaves to themselves. The "Great Game" is to establish the Greater Israel within the territory between Euphrates and the Nile River including the whole Promised Land (Arz-I Mev’ud); to influence the governments of the all countries from Morocco to Indonesia for the safety of the Greater Israel; not to leave any heir of the Seljuks and the Ottomans as an independent state in Anatolia that may pose threat to Israel; hence to destroy our Turkey.

The great game, it is!

This is their religion. There is no bargaining, there is no agreement, and there is no negotiation! This is their goal since 5771 year.

It is our nations’ sacred duty, as it was in the history, to save our homeland and our nation from this disaster, and to return to the world as a “New World of Felicity” instead of returning to the world of cruelty. Racist imperialism uses the collaborative parties as a means to access their aim.

Salvation is in National Vision, as was the case throughout the history, it is in the Felicity Party.

b) The Small Game – Cock Fighting
By mobilizing all the internal and external powers and possibilities, racist imperialism tries to deceive our nation in this election, just like in the elections of the past 50 years, and by hook or crook wants to bring collaborative parties to power. In this context, racist imperialism refers to any remedy and rapidly tries to perform "Cock Fighting" scam.

How does this “Cock Fighting” put on?

First you place two puppets; one collaborative left party and one collaborative right party in front of the nation that mutually reinforces a nonsensical quarrel. They misdirect the nation to vote for them by making the whole media power and all the facilities provide a basis for the cockfight. It doesn’t matter whether one or the other wins, at the end the racist imperialism have won!
This game is not played only in Turkey but all over the world. For example, the Democratic Party in America is under the control of racist imperialism, as well as the Republican Party. In the European countries both right-wing parties and left-wing parties are controlled by the racist imperialism.

To play the same game in Turkey, racist imperialism uses CHP and AKP. Racist Imperialism uses the two parties like puppet. It brainwashed our nation by showing "nonsensical quarrel" of two parties that go on as "Cock Fighting" through the media, television, newspapers and other possibilities all the time. It anesthetized our people as if there exist only two parties.

It is announced to the public: If you prefer the left-wing, here vote for leftist collaborators CHP; if you prefer the right-wing, here vote for rightist collaborators AKP. You choose, elect the one what you want, look, you're free to choose what you want, that's democracy!

However democracy exists in a country where the people are self-administered according to their own views and values.

3. Developments in our region and the Islamic World

Our region was destabilized. For many years, dictators were supported in the Islamic world. Resources of Muslim countries were confiscated with the support of these dictators.

Recently, mass movements rebelling against oppression and tyranny have tried to be manipulated by Western intelligence services and the environment has been prepared for internal conflicts such as Libya.

To stabilize the Islamic world, plans have been implemented since 1990. By supporting and arming Saddam in the Iran-Iraq War, the Western imperialist powers had prepared a context in which hundreds of thousands of people died in both countries. Tens of thousands of people were killed in the invasion of Afghanistan. The country was overall destroyed. By occupying Iraq under the pretext of weapons of mass destruction, imperialist powers killed more than one million Iraqis. The country was destroyed; its resources were plundered. Also in Libya, the internal conflict has been started via armament of civilians. Arm dealers selling who sold weapons to Libya earlier currently intervene to destroy the weapons they sold. They prepare plans to confiscate Libya's oil revenues for the next twenty years.

4. Global Developments

Since the beginning of the 2000s, in order to perpetuate their global exploitation and monopoly position around the world, Western countries have developed and are implementing neo-colonial policies known as "Greater Middle East Initiative" aiming to change the borders of Islamic world from Morocco to Indonesia.

Some countries are deemed to be instruments of this policy. Some others that have strategic importance and financial strength, like Turkey, are tried to be used for their resources.

a) Establishment of Global Political Hegemony Initiative

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, U.S. has declared its leadership in a unipolar world. With the September 11, 2001 incident, the world has been introduced a dangerous
period. Under the pretext of fighting terrorism United States has developed an aggressive attitude against the Islamic world.

In order to support the invasion of Iraq according to the request of the United States, AKP government made intensive efforts to pass “March 1st Bill.” Despite these efforts, the bill was rejected by the votes of discreet deputies in Parliament. However, despite this rejection AKP government became a part of the violence in Iraq by allowing the occupation forces to use our air space, ports and airports.

b) Polarization and Political Tensions

Nowadays, it is a fact clearly understood that racist-monopoly power circles have orchestrated a new world order for exploitation. In the years following this event, the Western imperialist powers have created new areas of conflict. “Terrorism”, a product invented in the West, became a pretext to create psychological tensions all over the world. As capitalism became monopolized, intervention initiatives spread. After the September 11 attacks, racist-monopoly capital has developed and implemented policies that de-stabilized the Islamic world.

c) Global Economic Exploitation System

The crisis and economic depression in Turkey is the result of global imposition also called neo-liberalism. Colonialism has been working outside the classical scheme. In this new stage capital is not utilized to produce goods and services but used for speculative purposes, interest rates and making money from money. In fear of the risk of depreciation, capital turns to non-production areas and speculation to reduce this risk. Capital is given to governments as debt, is flowing rapidly from one country to another to take the advantage of higher interest rates, and is running from one stock exchange to other in order to benefit from exchange rate differences and speculations. Currently, the money in circulation for speculative purposes reaches the amount of trillion dollars. Neither any goods and services are produced, nor anything is bought and sold with the 95% of this capital. Only the symbolic value trade is ensued. However, according to the experts, if goods and services were to be produced even with the half of that capital it would cause two-fold global enrichment; and if this additional wealth were distributed in an equitable way, there would have been no hunger and poverty in the world.

D. Turkey's election will be between two mindsets

Actually two parties representing two different mindsets enter into the June 12, 2011 General Elections.

Besides the Felicity Party, there is hardly any difference within other political parties in the elections. All of them are imitators. They hardly have any model that is based on the world-view and values of our nation. They ask the votes of the citizens to implement IMF branded Fischer-Dervis model, they will do what the finance capitalists want. They will give priority to the interests of fundholders and rentiers. These parties do not have a vision to remove impositions and oppressions. They will continue the current order of dependency. “They prefer power instead of rights!” There was hardly any difference
among the governments of these parties in the past; hence there will not be much difference in the future as well. At present, the concepts of leftist or rightist have lost their meanings. Indeed, parties entering elections have chosen candidates who demonstrated a similar mindset. Besides the Felicity Party, every party will continue to implement the IMF model. A significant portion of the country's resources will be exported to foreigners, domestic and foreign rentier circles will become and the masses will be more impoverished. People in the seats will change. But the same ruse will continue.

They all line up and almost swear to implement IMF policies; that is why only two parties will enter this elections, the Felicity Party, and 17 parties which are actually one and the same. Hence in this election, either “Great Turkey” will be approved, or the IMF policies will continue. The Felicity Party is the only party that will eliminate the current IMF patented economic policy. This fact could be observed in the table below.

5 QUESTIONS TO ALL PARTIES, WHAT WOULD BE THE ANSWER?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NATIONAL VISION</th>
<th>IMITATORS - OTHERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. WHERE WOULD YOU FIND THE RESOURCES?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• National Resources</td>
<td>• From IMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Resources Packages, Pool System</td>
<td>• Domestic and External debt with high interest rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Where we found 35 Billion $ in 6 months before,</td>
<td>• What has been done for 14 years is going to be done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. WHAT WOULD YOU USE THE RESOURCES FOR?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• For the peasants, civil servants, shopkeepers, industrialists, businessmen, workers and the poor</td>
<td>• For paying foreign debt and interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• For production, employment, and exports</td>
<td>• For extravagance (wastefulness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• For a Great Turkey once more</td>
<td>• For global capital that brings us to power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. HOW THE ALIENATED ECONOMY WOULD BE NATIONALIZED?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• This is our duty</td>
<td>• The road map of IMF will be followed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Resources of the country will be mobilized,</td>
<td>• An important portion of the national income will be given to debt and interest,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increasing national income will be shared equitably,</td>
<td>• Requests of the monopolistic circles will be fulfilled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Our achievements in the past will continue to rise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. WHAT IS YOUR ECONOMIC SYSTEM? DO YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT EMBEZZLEMENT?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Real economy</td>
<td>• Rentier economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We know very well how to cutoff embezzlement.</td>
<td>• Embezzlement will continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Previously we fought against it and succeeded, we will succeed again</td>
<td>• It is the natural system of monopolistic circles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. WHAT ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS AND FREEDOM OF EDUCATION?

- Our main objective is to implement human rights and freedoms and to ensure the rule of law.
- We will consider democratization and human rights after the election.

E. We do not vote in elections, we choose our future

June 12, 2011 General Election is the election of to be or not to be. This election is the biggest opportunity to get rid of problems and potential hazards faced by our country. We must seize upon this historical opportunity. As a whole nation, we must appraise this opportunity to establish a "Habitable Turkey" and "Great Turkey Anew." Let's start the establishment of a “New World” by rallying around the only party of National Vision, the Felicity Party. If Turkey does not implement urgent social and economic reparation programs after the election, it will face difficult problems. Our national unity and integrity can be compromised. Current semi-colonial rule will impoverish our people even more.

Because;

If debt-interest-debt spiral will continue in this way, our businesses and our people will continue to be indebted much more heavily. Global capital will further increase its share of our national income and our people will continue to impoverish.

The following factors should be studied very well. If the parties that cause our country’s current situation or the ones that do not object to the existing policies come to power again; the U.S. and the EU-led policy will be continued in Turkey after 12 June 2011.

Concessions that undermine our national unity and integrity will continue to be launched and the existing political and economic destabilization policies in the Islamic world, God forbid, will also infest our country. Political and racial tensions that operated in our country will try to be transformed into social chaos. Today is the day to come together around the National Opinion. As elections are approaching, none of the survey parties in Turkey has any objections to the policies implemented through the encouragement, support and imposition of the IMF and the World Bank. All of them talk about production, exports and employment; but none hardly sees or wants to see that underproduction, unemployment and recession is the result of the imposed IMF policies, neo-liberal siege and the reflection of the new colonialism. Mutually exhibiting dirty aspects of each other, AKP and CHP does not have their own national, political and economic programs.

They promise to serve up rentier circles through the current IMF patented scam. It does not matter who serves the problem-generating current scam; nothing will change.

Because the problem is the scam, is the system. The system itself produces problems. That's why the system itself must be changed. The Felicity Party aims to establish justice-based "Just Order" by changing the existing system of production.

As the single party of National Vision, we, the Felicity Party, do not only point out the expectable fears and dangers threatening Turkey and our nation, but also we come up before our nation with the program of establishing the "New Great Turkey" in June 12 election. With this program in five years we promise to solve the problems of our
country, within ten years we promise to expand Turkey to reach the position of most powerful first three economies of Europe. It should be noted that our mighty nation will not just choose a government to govern our country in the next four years in this election. At the same time our country will decide about the future and independence. Election is the greatest opportunity to get rid of this scam, because, as we have mentioned, external forces do not give up their desires and plans to execute SEVRES [peace treaty of WWI.] Therefore, June 12, 2011 General Election has historical significance. Our nation will use this important opportunity to break the vicious cycle and vote to spoil the game of the imperialist circles.

F. **It is only possible with the Felicity Party to emancipate from these dangers and to raise welfare of the nation**

This fact is clearly shown in the ANALYSIS section below, both proven by mathematics, as well as with the policies of the multi-party era in the past 60 years.

**SECTION TWO**

II. ANALYSIS

A. "National Vision" mentality is behind the outstanding success of the 54th Government and exceptional services carried out by the municipalities in the past. Achievements of the National Vision municipal work and the 54th Erbakan government are not based on chance. The achievements are: steps to set up a project to implement the powerful and pioneering Turkey; establishment of a “A New World” based on the philosophies of independence, respect for human rights, and the principles of spiritual and material development. These achievements occurred as a result of the National Vision, "Brute Force“. That is, by “Choosing Rights over Power," by bringing the National Vision to power.

B. The mentality of imitators lead to increasing problems and the weakening of national unity and solidarity in recent years.

Especially since the last fourteen years, the commonality shared by the previous governments led Turkey to disasters, external dependency, rent economy; debt bondage, underproduction, unemployment and authoritarianism have been an instrument of powerless Turkey and New Colonialism.

It is impossible to construct "Habitable Turkey" and "Great Turkey" with this imitator mentality.

C. Emancipation and Happiness can only be possible with the National Vision!

1. **Mathematical Proof**

For access to the happiness, people must have the following five conditions:

- Serenity and Peace
- Freedom
- Justice
- Welfare
- Excellence, Honor, Dignity
These five conditions are both necessary and sufficient for the happiness of the people and society. If these exist people are happy. If one of them is missing the happiness does not occur. It is displayed mathematically in Table 2 that the realization of human felicity conditions would be possible to achieve through the National Vision, but it is impossible to achieve happiness by imitator mentality.

2. The Proof of 65 years of experience
The imitator mentalities have always created problems and have swept the country with disasters in the past 65 years of multi-party system. Whenever the National Vision has come to power, the well being of our country and our nation has risen. Is it ever possible that truth and justice-based National Vision mentality would be the same as the imposed, arrogant and unfair imitator mentality?
Following the embargo after the 1974 Cyprus war and despite the economic difficulties, historic "Heavy Industries and Advanced Technology Improvement" that had been started and substantially completed was the work of the National Vision.
In 1977, the economic crisis occurred because of the election economy pushed by the imitator mentality. It was overcome with “National Solution in Economy Decree” prepared under the leadership of the National Vision cadres, and again significant success has been achieved by initiating heavy industry and high-tech drive.
As known by our whole nation, municipal services of National Vision between 1994 and 2002 and the achievements of the Refahyol coalition government between 1996 and 1997 are affiliated with the National Vision.

D. Services of the National Vision
15 years ago, from 1996 to 1997 in a one year period, we have experienced a “National Vision” government together and we have seen its power and success as a nation. Despite the fact that Erbakan’s government remained in power only for a year, it was the most successful government of the last thirty years. Services of the Erbakan’s government can be summarized in three main groups:
1. Economic Progress
2. The establishment of “a New Felicity World” instead of “Cruelty World"
3. "Spiritual Development Drive"
In this section, we will only discuss issues about economic progress.

Economic Development
When Erbakan’s government began to work; there had been unemployment, hunger and economic structure captured by debt, just like today.
Once Erbakan government began work, firstly:
• Economic destruction stopped and the following programs started to be implemented:
  • Public welfare
  • National economy
• Transition from the rentier economy to the real economy
• National, powerful, rapid, widespread development
• Production, employment and export campaign programs
By implementing these programs, 35 billion dollars extra income had been added to the total budget of 50 billion dollars in six months. The economic development efforts that made this a great addition to the budget and saved Turkey from the oppression of the
IMF, was a product of using completely national sources that God has given to our nation without imposing a penny new debt, a penny new tax and without increasing a penny of the sale prices. Without the addition of new debt, $10 billion of $35 billion saved from interests and obtained from national resources. The nation’s money has been directed to nation instead of rentier circles and foreigners. 13 billion dollars was added to the budget by the implementation of the four different resource programs and by directing the existing national facilities to the service of public. 7 billion dollars was gained by increasing profits of loss-making SOE’s [State-Owned Enterprises], which had been losing $5 billion per year before the rule of the National Vision, to $2 billion per year.

Since Erbakan’s government distributed this $30 billion that added to the household budgets of peasants, workers, civil servants, pensioners, the poor and the pauper by raising their income; people's purchasing power has increased, tradesmen have become cheerful. Manufacturers employed more people. Thus, economy experienced a large "abundance era".

Even though no new taxes have been introduced, the state's tax revenues increased by $5 billion because people started to pay more taxes due to rising prosperity. Thanks to the “Pool System" implemented by the National Vision on behalf of government’s non-borrowing, "Balanced Budget" system, meeting easily the financial needs of SOEs, and directing public opportunities to community rather than interest; financial opportunities kept under state banks rather than private banks, central control and monitoring were provided. Consequently, legendary service was provided. s Pool system disconnected the hoses of rentiers. People's money will go to public services and prosperity rather than interest.

STATE OFFICERS: National VISION raised salaries of civil servants by 50 percent in the July 1, 1996. After 6 months on 1 January 1997, civil servant salaries were increased by 30% and then an additional 25%.

Thus, officers taking 100 at the beginning of the National Vision government began to take 230 after 6 months.

WORKERS: The minimum wage was $182 in 1995, when the National Vision came to power the minimum wage was subjected to a 20% real increase and reached $210. This increase was equivalent to an increase about 10% in terms of TL value. The average monthly gross wage in the public sector was $655 in 1996; it increased to 993 dollars in 1997. So it is increased 52% in real terms.

Bag-Kur retirees’ pensions were increased by 300% in 6 months. While retired public servants getting 100, they took 216 in 6 months. While getting 100, retired workers took 221.5 in 6 month.

Social Assistance Fund (FAK-FUK-FUNDS): The 90 percent of the Fak-fuk-funds had been transferred to budget and interest payment. National Vision came to power, used 100 percent of the fund for the poor and orphans. Agriculture and Peasants were supported: Ministry of Agricultures’ budget had increased 89 percent. TMO's grain purchase, compared with $145 million in 1996, increased to $330 million.
Successes of the 54th Erbakan government:
1. Transferred the economy from rentier economy to real economy
2. The solution proposed through sweet instructions rather than painful prescriptions.
3. There were no taxes, price hikes, interest rates, low wages, and low base prices, internal and external debt in the applied program.
4. Problems solved by using our own resources, mobilizing the country’s economic opportunities, and through the prevention of waste and corruption.
5. Three major achievements in a very short period of 6 months:
   a) The country's economy repaired.
   b) The welfare level of all layers of the society rose.
   c) Launched “Great Turkey”.
These successes are confirmed, registered and accepted by everyone.

E. What has AKP done in 9 years?
The first duty of all other governments that came to power after the government of National Vision is to stop National Vision’s programs such as "National economic Development", "Public Welfare," "National, Strong, Prompt, Joint Development" and "Real Economy." On the contrary, they granted Turkey to the IMF and step by step they carried out "Economic Destruction" program.
Thus, other collaborator (comprador) parties including AKP in the last 8 years have accomplished the following three things:
1. Economic Destruction
2. Spiritual Demolition
3. Foreign Policy Disaster
As a result of all these policies, Turkey today is made prisoner to hunger, unemployment, and debt and alienated from spirituality.
Now our country and our nation faced with threats such as fragmentation and division, it has become a colonial province of Israel and destruction. The hand of IMF carries out economic devastation in our country. The IMF is an organization of racist imperialism. It has been established to serve their needs.

F. The worldview of the Felicity Party's is the National Vision
What is National Vision?
For many years, global imperialism occupied a large part of the Muslim countries. Imperialist West destroys directly or indirectly the national and spiritual values of the colonized countries through cultural imperialism. Their own people as a result of cultural imperialism exploit the population. Global imperialism assigned foreign elites who are alienated to public’s worldview and moral values. Firstly they have changed the mindset of the decision makers. National and spiritual values have weakened. They have reduced self-confidence. Then the resources of the country have been pillaged. These policies as practiced in many Muslim countries have also been performed in Turkey.
A new type of educated person, who appreciated West as strong and superior, who was a Western fan and a Western imitator; who was separated from the people's values; who thought that Western values should definitely be adopted for development; who fell into inferiority complex, has revealed. Their friends and their own people were framed as a potential danger, while the imperialists were framed as friends to members of this non-
national mentality. Our national and moral values were destroyed by this western crooked-mind. Human rights, freedoms, especially freedom of conscience and religion were under pressure. People were impoverished and pauperized. The country literally became dependent, in political and economic fields. It is a fact, all people lived in peace, security and prosperity under the rule and values of the magnificent Seljuk and Ottoman civilizations at least a thousand years; of course, it was not praiseworthy for such a mighty nation to follow the Western world that counts power and interests as their rights. Now it is time for our nation to return to its origin and essence. Hence we call a return to the values of our civilization that makes us stronger and superior: "National Vision."

National Vision; is the belief in our nation, is its identity, is its history, is the root of the soul, itself.

National Vision; is the vision of Sultan Alparslan who opened the gates of Anatolia to us, and is the vision of the conqueror of Istanbul, Fatih Sultan Mehmet Han. National Vision is a mighty oak, which has roots in our faith, our history, our culture and our values, have a trunk in the past and branches extending into the future. National Vision does not represent a view of a clan, a region or a person. National Vision is the consensus of this great nation.

National Vision is a vision that is based on love and affection preferring rights to power and recommending struggle for the happiness of all people. It is not the imitation of the West, in reality it is a national and civic view.

National Vision has 7 obvious differences from other opinions. Other opinions are twin brothers. They are collaborative imitators. The National Vision represents the God (and hence the right) but all others are superstitious. These obvious 7 differences are:

1. There would be no happiness without spirituality. Others are materialists, telluric, superficial and even there hardly have third dimension.

2. There would be no happiness without just (fair) order. Others are based on usurious capitalist order, exploitation, oppression and destruction. Usurious capitalist order is the twin brother of the communist regime. It is the order of oppressor and the oppressed. Therefore, this Zionist usurious capitalist order would have dissolved in the same vein communism had collapsed. But unfortunately, the opinions other than the National Vision have adopted regulations of this order and become keeper of it.

3. Our civilization is superior to others. Our civilization, which is based on Islamic civilization, is superior to others.

4. For felicity, it is inevitable to establish of "A New World = The World of Felicity " instead of current "the World Oppression." Just as our ancestors, a new world will be established and this world will be a world of felicity. This consciousness is only realized by the National Vision.

5. The current historical turning point: Turkey will not be a province to Israel and will reach its honorable place in history. Others are becoming the instrument of the policy of the West. They lead Turkey to destruction step by step. Turkey is not accepted to the European Union. Suddenly they offer us a special deal of membership; hence Turkey will be anchored, chained to the door of the European Union. The next day, Israel will invade; Turkey and Israel will be the single state; that’s the plan.

6. Do not support the collaborators. Collaborators do not bring anything other than brutality.
7. We have to use effort not to fall for the current illusion and to cure it. What is this current illusion? It is to think that the AKP also serves for spirituality. Because in order to take votes of faithful people, the racist imperialism is making up, applying plans and programs to confirm that AKP is also serving to spirituality.

Objectives of the National Vision;
National Vision aims at achieving the objectives outlined below.
Establish a spiritualist (moral) Turkey
Always prefer the Right [Hak]
Always keep peace inside and outside
Ensure national unity and integrity
Aim to reach the honorable place of the past
Provide an independent Turkey
Desire free, prosperous and pioneering Turkey
Those who are eager to achieve these aims are natural members of the National Vision and they should come and participate in the National Vision.

7 Characteristics that Differentiate the National Vision from other Wrong (Superstitious) Opinions
1. First of all the National Vision is based on morality and spirituality.
2. There are three basic features at the heart of the National Vision. These are;
   a) Being spiritual
   b) Prefer the Right[Hak]
   c) Training the human soul
3. Concerning economics, National Vision is based on "Just Order" framework. Others obvious attribute is relying upon the usurious capitalist order and Zionism.
4. The obvious characteristic of the National Vision in economics is based on national, powerful, rapid and mutual development. National means establishing a factory to set up factories and having advanced technology. Various colonial-type activities have been wasting Turkey’s time. Development cannot be achieved by saying "I'm rightist, leftist, or liberal ... We are also developing". There would be no development by allowing foreigners to build a dam and by buying all the machines from abroad. The nation’s time should not be wasted by simple, colonial-type investments.
Southeast (region) problem is a problem because of the failure in widespread and rapid industrialization in Turkey, attenuation of Islamic brotherhood consciousness in the country, and because of improper applications of repressive and authoritarian mindset. Turkey will develop entirely in the rule of the Felicity Party. National Vision requires this. The National Vision established the factories in all of Eastern Anatolia -cement factories, sugar mills, slaughterhouses and their machines. National Vision is the guarantee of our national unity and integrity.
5. In the order of National Vision the basic policies in health and social services are; to teach and disseminate the obedience to national and moral values; to establish peace, brotherhood, equality and justice; not to leave any one in hunger or without shelter; and to provide the provision of health services for all.
On 26 June 1996, becoming a prime minister of the 54th government, the deceased leader of the National Vision, Prof. Dr. Necmettin Erbakan ordered to identify the indigent people by the assistance of village headmen and imams all over Turkey. These poor people were given a salary from the Social Assistance and Solidarity Fund. [Before
Erbakan,) the money in this fund used to be spent to pay interests. This trend had stopped as well as the basic needs of our poor people were satisfied.

6. The basic principle is the establishment of a new world that based on the accurate consideration of rights, D8 core, and the Islamic Union. This is one of the obvious differences that distinguish National Vision from others. Being bound to the door of the West with neck chains is characteristics of the others.

7. Our goal is to reach the honored place that our ancestors lived in the past, and to set up “Great Turkey” that provides "the establishment and protection of a new felicity world”. The others’ pathways are to be connected to the Zionists Israel, to be melted and destroyed via becoming Israel’s province.

G) The Felicity Party is the only representative of the National Vision. Therefore, salvation and happiness is only possible with the Felicity Party.

Because;
1. The Felicity Party is the nation itself.
2. The happiness is only reached with the Felicity Party.
3. For these reasons, the Felicity Party is always the biggest party.
4. The Felicity Party is the most powerful institution.
5. The Felicity Party is the most energetic institution.
6. The Felicity Party is the only representatives of the National Vision.
7. The Felicity Party believes the nation's happiness; therefore they are in politics.
8. The Felicity Party is experienced.
9. The Felicity Party is successful.
10. Only the Felicity Party can provide job for unemployed, vaccine for deprived, welfare for poor and the wealth for the whole nation.
11. Only the Felicity Party can recover collapsed, bankrupt economy from dead-end of the debt and interest.
12. Only the Felicity Party can transfer the opportunities of the state and the nation to our farmers, our workers, our officers, our artisans, our poor, our businessmen and industrialists, without loss instead of draining them to foreigners, rentiers, and to waste. The Felicity Party, with their path breaking, perceptive and skillful cadres, can establish a "Habitable Turkey" and "Great Turkey".

H) The Felicity Party adopts "Just Economic Order", which is the perspective of National Vision, as a principle.

The Felicity Party won’t take programs that are imposed to our country by external forces and racist-monopolistic circles as hereinbefore. Applying National Vision’s “Just Economic Order”, the prosperity will be provided to our mighty nation and to all people instead of few rentiers as well as justice in burden sharing will be established. The principles of the economic system of National Vision are based on production and the justice. These practices will be obvious within one year period covering the second half of 1996 to the first half of 1997 when the National Vision had been in power compared with the pre-and post-periods of this one year.

I) The Felicity Party does not speak; believes and is doing!
Previously National Vision had managed to succeed in economic development:

- Without increasing external debt
- Without borrowing external debt
- Without raising prices
• Without putting additional taxes

We do not twaddle, we've done before, can do it again. The Felicity Party is determined and will to build "Great Turkey".

SECTION THREE

III. THE SOLUTION

A. What does the analysis reveal?

Turkey is a large country with a population of 75 million. She (it) has young and dynamic population, rich natural resources. Turkey should have already taken its place within the 10 largest economies in the world with its large agricultural and industrial potential. With its strategic geography and historical heritage Turkey should have been a leading country not a satellite. With the National Vision, Turkey will be a model and leader country within a short time. The Felicity Party should come to power to be the solution for Turkish development with its current knowledge and experience and to reach the goal of “Great Turkey”. The imitator mindsets could not develop or expand Turkey. The last half-century has proven this.

The answer of the question "How can Turkey achieve an economic growth while ensuring the independence and dignity, rights and freedoms, democracy, the rule of law, environment, history, culture and values ?” is known by the members of National Vision. In order to answer these questions, the following facts should be underlined:

1. The imitator and collaborator parties cannot find solutions to Turkey’s problems

It is impossible for Turkey to boost the economy by borrowing as suggested in IMF prescriptions. It should not be expected from the imitator and collaborator parties to solve these problems since they have no plans other than instructions of foreign powers and the IMF. Parties who do not have a vision and mission other than imitation cannot find solution. They repeat the mistakes of those they imitate.

2) Not only the imitators but also the imitations of the National Vision hardly find solutions to Turkey's problems!

Our nation is trying to be cheated in this election, as in previous elections. The AKP, the party in power for the last 9 years, will generate brand new excuses such as economic crisis and heavy prices paid to deal with this economic crisis. AKP wants to get votes by giving false hopes to our people, trying to hide the problems caused by the IMF-patented policies, and by only discrediting opponents without doing anything else. The main opposition party will try to conserve their votes by attacks and polemics. They try to continue the rant system pushing our country towards disaster and our nation towards misery.

Besides the well-known imitator parties, parties that are copying National Vision and implying that they are also National Visioners enter the June 12th elections. While pretending to be a National Visioner the ruling party gives some circles the message that they will continue IMF policies.

It should be noted that, our mighty nation will realize this with its immense foresight, people will take the necessary actions in this election, and they will give the deserved answers to these parties at the polls. In the past eight years, our nation has seen the current situation and understood that the imitators of National Vision cannot solve the problem. It is time to unite and assemble around the National Vision representing our
nation’s worldviews and values. The adhesive of our country's unity and integrity is the National Vision. The solution to our problems is the National Vision.

3) The solution is the National Vision; the only representative of the National Vision is the Felicity Party.

Problems that are faced by Turkey are not unsolvable. The rule of the National Vision will be the solution of these problems. Problems cannot be resolved by picking the wrong path. To solve the problems encountered today, we have to suspend the imposed IMF programs to Turkey and have to stop the speculation-rent economy. Instead we should launch the reel economy, in other words production. It is difficult but possible. The difficulty arises not from the hardness of actions but because of the imposed attacks. It is also due to the false presentation of the current colonial post-modern Fischer-Dervis model as only alternative.

First of all we have to decide and believe that there is an alternative economy instead of the rent economy imposed on us, we have to believe we can succeed. The rest is easy because three things are needed for production and all of them are available in our country.
- Skilled labor,
- Resources
- Increase in national savings through mobilization of national dynamics, a just redistribution

4. The National Vision Succeeded in the Past, Felicity Party will also succeed.

As the Felicity Party, we are determined. We know how to set up a manufacturing economy and we are experienced. We believe we can accomplish the task.

B. How can we establish Great Turkey?

1. The State will be restructured

We will implement the model of “Servant Government" to work for people instead of imposing the "Despotic State."

We can hardly take a positive step for solutions without changing the states’ bulky, authoritative and patronizing structure in Turkey.

According to us, the main task of the state is to preserve human rights and freedom in the broadest sense and provide justice. Under the rule of the Felicity Party government, the state will be at the service of the nation; state power will be used for the protection and development of rights, honor and dignity of people. This method is described below under the title of the "Restructuring the State"

With the Felicity Party Government, redistribution will be ensured by the rule of law. Taxes that have been taken from the rich will be transferred to the masses instead of rentiers. In social life, the atmosphere will be prepared for competition and solidarity to produce useful goods and services, goodness and beauty, and righteousness. According to the view of the National Vision, the state is not an authoritative (tyrant) institution. On the contrary, the state is a "Gracious State" that establishes justice and be the protector of the underprivileged.

2. The Construction of “Great Turkey” Program
As the Felicity Party, we not only draw attention to dangers and threats in front of Turkey, but we also propose a program which have a vision, plan and solution. We promise to find permanent solutions to our country's current economic problems through the construction of the “Great Turkey”.
Along with this program;

a) Turkey will become a “habitable country” within two years

Fundamental rights and freedoms of everyone in every field shall be wholly protected in Turkey. No injustice will be done. Our country will be transformed into a place where peace and solidarity rule.

Everyone's life, opinions, beliefs, personality, chastity, honor, and property will be guaranteed. Everybody will receive an income in return for his/her labor. Instead of arbitrary rule, everything will be based on rule of law. With the superiority of the rule of law, not only the sovereign rights but rights of everyone will be protected. In Turkey freedom of choice will be provided; thinking, believing, initiative and political freedoms will not be taken hostage.

Moral and spiritual values will be protected in Turkey; at all stages of education these values will be taught to our people.

Turkey will become an example country in terms of human rights and democracy.

b) Within four years, “Great Turkey” will be constructed by achieving the following objectives

Turkey will become "Great Turkey" with a national constitution that reflects our nation's worldview and value systems.

Republic of Turkey will be the state of law. Arbitrary rule will be stopped in each and every area. Not brutality but justice develops the state.

Turkey will produce and export advanced technology.

Turkey shall be equipped with highways and speed railway networks from East to West, around North, Center and South.

The widespread industrialization will be developed rapidly in Turkey. There would be no underdeveloped region in Turkey.

The universities of “Great Turkey” will produce science and technology. Universities will offer counseling to entrepreneurs. In addition to education, they will develop projects to increase production and present these projects to entrepreneurs. Application will be integrated with theory.

The state will be a “servant” that works for public in the rule of “Great Turkey”. State will not be an instrument of the repression and imposition. But it will become an institution that provides justice in production and in gain-burden distribution.

Great Turkey is a country that will be an example in science, technology, art, culture, rule of law and democracy.

There are economic, political and social dimensions of the construction of “Great Turkey” proposed by the Felicity Party. These dimensions will be carried out simultaneously. Without establishing full democracy and social peace, it is impossible to achieve economic development and a fair distribution.

Our program is a program that highlights serving the public. Every person naturally seeks security, prosperity and freedom. For all the people it is possible to achieve security, prosperity and freedom with a legal system based on human rights. Therefore, one of the fundamental principles of the Felicity Party is to ensure the rule of law and
justice. The Felicity Party's economic solution program is based on these principles. Just Economic Order is a natural and scientific methodology that serving people. For the country's development and the nation’s prosperity, essential resources will be provided by the transformation of wealth to national opportunities and gains rather than "Captured by Debt”.

Increased national income shall be distributed fairly among the layers of the society. Turkish resources are on the verge of bankruptcy because of interest, corruption and wastefulness. Turkey, which has been taken aback by incompetent, shortsighted and imitator governments, is a country rich in natural resources. As before, when the Felicity Party come to power, it will prevent looting, will change this semi-colonial economic structure of the country and will create humane living conditions for our nation directing resources to production.

Therefore;

a) Dishonest income that is gained by transferring state opportunities to rentiers through speculations will be prevented. Resources will be transferred to production economy and the output will be shared in a fair manner. It is predicted that interest expenses will be £ 47.5 billion TL as part of Public Budget in 2011. During the Felicity Party rule, public debt will be dismantled in a very short time. With new resources and savings and taxes collected from nation will not be transferred to insider or outsider rentiers in terms of interest. As was the case with the 54th Erbakan government, the money that goes to interest will be transferred to civil servants, workers, farmers, artisans and retiree. The hoses linked to rentier circles will be cut off and savings will be distributed to public. Resources of the Central Bank will not be wasted and the money supply will be increased in terms of real value to raise people’s income. The goods = money balance will be provided. The Treasury will be rescued from borrowing from rentier. Speculative ways of earning will be stopped by preventing to recognize unexpired interest debt like cash. Earning money from the air without producing will be prohibited. The real value of trade will be expanded. Public Single Account (Pool) will be re-established and so this will provide additional revenue to the Treasury by the opportunities obtained and the proceeds will be transferred to the underprivileged. Public debt to the Central Bank and other public institutions will be compensated. State departments will lend to each other interest-free loans. There will be no artificial intervention to the exchange rate and the real exchange rate policy will be monitored.

The income gained by preventing the banks’ deposits held in foreign correspondent banks to be transferred to rentiers, will be transferred to our people.

b) In the Felicity Party government, State will use resources efficiently, all kinds of waste will be prevented, and our people will be enriched by increasing real output.

c) If public become rich, the revenue of government will also increase. Increased revenue will be distributed fairly among the layers of the society. The unemployment problem will be solved within a short time in our country and no one will remain in hunger and homeless.

d) Resource packages will be used.

By mobilizing the following opportunities additional revenue of billions of dollars per year will be provided.
a) The state resources will be used effectively and all kind of waste will be stopped.
b) The tax rate will be lowered and the tax base will be revised according to the real value of production.
c) People who pay higher taxes will be given interest-free loans from public banks and will easily be facilitated from infrastructure services.
d) Paying taxes will not be considered as drudgery.
e) Tax collection will be accelerated, some conveniences shall be provided to those who cannot pay taxes on time.
f) The underprivileged and local people will be given priority in the sale of government-owned properties, lands and buildings.
g) The problem of B2 land will be resolved according to law fairly respecting users.
h) Empty lands will be rented to whom eager to make production in efficient conditions.
i) People who turn empty lands into production areas will be given interest-free loans.
j) Resources of our country will be utilized; those mobilizing idle resources will be granted tax exemptions for a certain period.
k) Investments to underdeveloped regions will be encouraged. Those who are investing in these regions will be provided interest free loans; the insurance and tax costs of their workers will be paid from public sources.
l) Waste and corruption will be prevented.
m) The management of public institutions will be transparent, chief administrators of each institution periodically will inform the public about activities of the institution.

C) The Felicity Party will bring wealth and abundance
Our country is trapped in the vicious cycle of debt, as we do not implement the national economy policies. The future of our government, our businesses and our people are mortgaged to finance capitalists. Unfortunately our people remain unemployed and poor. They became dependent to coal and food packages.
The Felicity Party is determined to end the vicious cycle of rentier economy and establish a production economy. Our goal is the mobilization of investment-production-exportation, real economy and self-development.
With the Felicity Party, all kinds of waste will be prevented and idle resources will be mobilized.
The saving deficit of our country, amounted approximately $ 100 billion a year, will be reduced.
With the just economic order our nation will become wealthier.
With its national resources, Turkey will provide effective areas for foreign investment and our country will not borrow from outside. Turkey will no longer be a country the economy of which follows IMF patented programs.
In the rule of the Felicity Party, we will apply our own program. Dilapidated Fischer-Dervis model will be thrown into the trash. We will dispel the exploitation scam. We will put an end to system of lies and looting. We will prevent Turkey's tens of billions of dollars of resources to be transferred to the international rentier circles.
With the Felicity Party, attacks carried out on resources and independence of our country will be prevented. With our resources we will both pay our debts and what remains will be transferred to workers, farmers, civil servants, pensioners, widows and orphans (the
underprivileged segments); hence income levels and purchasing power of our people will be increased.

Some may claim that these are populist policies that cause Turkish bankruptcy. This is a real lie, slander. Moreover it is collaboration. Turkey does not go bankrupt because of giving a greater share to workers, farmers, and state officers. Turkey was bankrupt due to speculation and corruption. Turkey has become a semi-colony by implementing IMF patented recipe. The share of masses has been decreasing in expanding national income, while the share of foreigners has been increased.

As the Felicity Party, we clearly declared!

In our government resources will be transferred to the underprivileged segments of society to maintain decent lives for them. This is not a populist policy but the most basic requirement of a just economic order. We have stated that our economic program would be based on justice. We will not only establish justice, but also stimulate the economy. The rise of purchasing power of all segments of society will boost the market, will make our tradesmen laugh and will increase production and employment

The Felicity Party will not control inflation by reducing demands, but will prepare the situation for price reductions by increasing production. For capitalists, ways to increase their wealth without production will be closed.

The Felicity Party can accomplish all these promises. The achievements of the National Vision’s cadres in previous central and local governments will be remembered. We have knowledge, experience, commitment, enthusiasm and faith to achieve all of these. Essentially the beginning of everything is the intention, the mentality, preferences, and having faith, determination and willpower for application.

Other parties promise to adhere to IMF economic program. As the Felicity Party: we will cancel the program imposed by the IMF, we will put an end to rent economy, and we will break the postmodern colonialist siege. We will apply national policies. We will cut links of the networks, which are infected with corruption and leading our country to catastrophe, with the state and will bring them to justice.

Production Economy will be established.

The Felicity Party's economic model is based on production. Therefore, under the rule of the Felicity Party, the period of unethically earning money from money will end. Banks will be transformed into institutions in which the primary task is to transfer resources to production. The speculation will no longer be an economic instrument. Masses will not be impoverished while banks prosper with currency trade. Banks will increase revenues and will enrich masses by transferring public savings to production and by contributing the growth of total output. Banks could not save themselves from the bankruptcy by increasing their profits with currency trade that impoverishes the masses. Banks have taken lessons from the bankruptcy of giant banks in the U.S. during the financial crisis that erupted in September 2008.

With the Felicity Party, industrialists and traders will gain not by non-production areas but by producing and selling, and they will become real businessmen and entrepreneurs. Manufacturers will be supported, instead of rentiers.

Current economic policies implemented in our country encourage currency trade and complicate the trading of goods. However, the currency trade increases unemployment.
Workers, farmers and civil servants are impoverished. Merchandise trade avoids unemployment and real output increases. Unemployment is constantly rising since the AKP government has encouraged the currency trade. In the Felicity Party government those who traded goods will be supported, not the rentiers. Thus the unemployment problem will be solved. While people engaged in the production and trade of goods is struggling to survive in our country, banks that are engaged currency trade has achieved the greatest profits. Banks are the most profitable enterprises of Turkey. Foreign banks gain profit in Turkey even if they lose money in their own country. As a nation we are mortgaged via local and foreign banks. Our state, our enterprises are indebted. Our national future is mortgaged to the financiers.

In the Just Order trade of goods will be facilitated. Money will be converted to production and employment will increase. Banks will not be institutions engaged only in currency trade. Banks play an active role in increasing investment and production, and will provide consulting services to investors. They will receive counseling and partnership share from the revenue obtained by production. Tradesmen, artisans and SMEs are the main elements of economic activity, production and employment. SMEs are in difficult situation due to petty business capital, high costs of financing, lack of demand, heavy taxes and premiums. In the Felicity Party government obstacles ahead of entrepreneurs, especially of small and medium-size businesses will be removed. Public banks will support SMEs by providing interest-free loans and universities will also provide support them on behalf of knowledge and technology.

Our universities will be given an active role in designing projects that mobilize our national resources and high value-added projects will be encouraged and supported by interest-free loans. The current dependent situation of Turkey's exports will be changed and the production of high value-added export goods will be encouraged. The current tax system adversely affects investment and production in Turkey since there is no tax justice. Felicity Party government will ensure tax justice, tax incentives and reductions will be given to increase investment. Income improvement of low-income workers, civil servants, farmers, and pensioners will be reflected on the income of artisans and craftsmen. Artisans will be protected against monopoly capital.

Nearly 30 per cent of the total population in Turkey, approximately 22 million people, lives in rural areas. The basic income generating activity of the rural population is agriculture. In agricultural activities, people only get a share of 7.6% from the national income. Both the tripartite coalition and the AKP government, which has been in government for seven years, have lead our country to become a net importer of agricultural and animal products by destroying agriculture and animal husbandry since 1999.

Milk producers cannot find an opportunity to sell milk in real values due to the privatization of the Dairy Industry Board. Livestock farmers have left stock farming due to the privatization of Meat and Fish Board. Meat and Fish Board has only imported meat. Branches of the Turkish Grain Board have decreased grain-purchasing centers, silos have been closed and the real value of wheat prices has not been offered. Turkey has started to import wheat.
While Turkey had been one of the few countries that do not import food, nowadays the country has been turned into an importer of agricultural products. By framing the supports for agriculture and animal husbandry as the cause the economic crisis in the country, voluntary agents of neo-colonialism are deceiving our people. Large sums of money indicated as "job losses" were not given to Turkish farmers. Supports given to farmers are negligible in comparison with the credits that businessmen have supposedly sunk. Moreover, all developed economies are supporting agriculture. Today, Turkish farmers use diesel that is much more expensive than U.S. farmers. Therefore Turkey has to pay hundreds of millions of dollars to U.S. wheat growers each year.

Agricultural production will be supported under the rule of the Felicity Party. Support will be determined by taking into account the cost of products and the world prices. Farmers will certainly gain profits. These supports will be offered both at the production stage and at the marketing stage. In the production phase tax-free diesel will be provided to farmers as well as other supports will be given in the supply of basic inputs. Interest-free loans will be given to farmers to encourage production. Together with input subsidies, marketing supports will be provided to farmers. The Turkish Grain Board, known as a “foul-weather friend”, will work with the full capacity to purchase the farmers products to the last gram and value without any delay.

Quotas of sugar beet and tobacco will be removed. Tea, nuts, grapes, figs, apricots etc. growers will also be supported. Dairy Industry Board (SEK) and the Meat and Fish Board (EBK), which are essential institutions for the development of husbandry, will be revived by establishing new factories. In this way both milk producers and livestock breeders will be supported. Interest-free loans will also be provided to animal breeders. Both the butchery animals and carcass meat imports will be stopped. Turkey will be rescued from importing sacrificial animals.

Dairy product imports will be taken under control. Development of the agriculture-based industry, the food industry will be supported. In this way, the value-added will be remained in our country.

By encouraging seed growing high quality and cheap seeds will be provided. Poultry producers and fisheries sector will be supported. Irrigated agriculture will be encouraged, and in this context, GAP irrigation facilities will be completed in advance. Greenhouses and greenhouse cultivation of vegetables will be supported.

We do not advocate statism in the economy. We will apply an economic model that all economic activity including the defense industry will be controlled by the private sector. The state will invest only in infrastructure and the strategic areas that the private sector cannot invest. The Just Economic Order that the Felicity Party will implement is not a statist order.

On the contrary, the real state interventionism exists today. That move made under the name of “the transition to a free market economy” is state intervention. Resources are transferred to the powerful with legislations. There are provisions at the expense of our farmers, in favor of multinationals in the Sugar and Tobacco Act that issued by the 57th Government. AKP government continues to increase the privileges granted to foreigners. The Felicity Party will put an end to the interventions in favor of monopoly circles. Utilization of state power in favor of certain groups will be prevented. In the Felicity
Party government, as a matter of fact free market economy will be implemented to prevent speculation and to establish justice for the protection of the weaker sections of society.
In this context, East and Southeast Development Secretary will be established immediately.
The Felicity Party is the guarantee of the unity of our country and the brotherhood of our people speaking different languages and dialects.
The oppression of the underprivileged segments and regions of our country will be eliminated and we will assist those who want to learn their native language.
In the Felicity Party government, redistribution justice will be established by ensuring the rule of law and taking into consideration the different regional development levels.
**The objectives of the Felicity Party are;**
*"Habitable Turkey"
Establishing "Great Turkey ",
And building "A New Just World" under the leadership of Turkey.*

**D. How these objectives will be achieved?**

1. **General Principles**
The state's main tasks, in the broadest sense, are to protect the country against external attacks, to guarantee human rights and freedoms, to accomplish the basic infrastructure services, to provide the internal security, to protect people from all kinds of danger and to provide justice in gain-burden distribution.
In the rule of the Felicity Party, the state will not be authoritarian but instead will be in the service of the nation. The state will prepare an environment for work and production. The state will remove bureaucratic barriers to support and encourage businessmen. All social and political institutions will serve for the promotion and protection of the rights of nations.
During the Felicity Party government, state will not cause problems, but solve them. It will not scare, but endear. It will make easier, not harder. It will provide unity and integrity, not separate.
As Felicity Party, our main difference from our other parties is in understanding the true meaning of the basic characteristics of the state declared in the second article of the Constitution. It is important to us to implement these principles in accordance with the universal standards.
Under the rule of the Felicity Party, the Republic of Turkey will precisely be the state of law and literally natural rights and freedoms of people will be protected. State will respect the faith of believers and everyone will live in terms of his/her own beliefs. Secularism will not be considered as a regime that put religious under pressure; piety will be encouraged instead of atheism. Members of every religion and faith will be guaranteed to be able to live according to their own faiths. The state will be a social state. Felicity Party will provide the human rights and freedoms in our country. Due to the wrong political, economic and social policies, our country has been left behind and the fundamental human rights and freedoms have been violated. The feeling of cooperation and solidarity in the society has been weakened. Inter-regional disparities have increased. Eastern and Southeastern Anatolia have been especially neglected. This situation has been exploited by the influence of external forces and local collaborators and transformed
into a separatist movement which threatens the unity and integrity of the country. Due to various reasons, some regions of Turkey have remained backward economically. In the government of Felicity Party, Regional Development Projects” will promptly be implemented, particularly in the Eastern and Southeastern Anatolia. Border trade and trade with countries in the region will be developed rapidly.

It should be noted that, with democracy and human rights, if fully implemented, our nation would turn to the National Vision. The National Vision is an innate opinion. It suits properly to human nature. Just how water finds its natural course, this nation that has been separated from the National Vision by force and trickery will realize and return to their own world view. With the help of God, no one can prevent the establishment of "Great Turkey". The Felicity Party promises to our great nation the following:

a) Right to Life and Security
In the Felicity Party government, our country will be absolved from accusations of crimes against humanity such as torture, ill-treatment, deaths in custody, and extrajudicial killings. People will not be kept in prison for many years as suspects. The judicial proceedings will be concluded expeditiously and justice will be carried out rapidly. Independence of the judiciary will be ensured and every requirement of the judiciary will be met on time.

No one's personal life, family, and house will be intervened in a manner contrary to law. Everyone's right to life shall be secured. State shall be an entity that prevents the infringement of fundamental rights and freedoms rather than being a violator of fundamental rights itself.

b) Freedom of Thought and Expression, the Right to Association
Democracy is based on the basic principles of freedom of thought and expression. With the Felicity Party, all obstacles against freedom of expression will be removed. Everyone shall be free to express and defend his/her own idea. Privileges that impose any idea will not be recognized.

Political parties, which are indispensable elements of democratic systems, will be organized according national ideas to serve the nation rather than being a model of the same idea with different names.

We believe that pressure and restrictions on political parties with different ideas are the products of a prejudiced mindset on the contrary to democratic principles. Our differences are our richness. Differences will become the fundamental dynamics of competition and cooperation rather than conflicts.

Associations, foundations, trade unions, civil society organizations such the chambers of artists and artisans should able to use their rights of association without any pressure. Establishment of foundations will be encouraged; the foundations will be brought into the main institutions of social assistance and solidarity as in our past. The civilization of foundations will be reconstructed.

Right to congregate and demonstrate is the essential part of the freedom of expression and should be able to be used from obscuring with various formalities.

The press is free. Freedom of obtainment of information and communication, publishing reviews and criticism, informing and auditing on behalf of public are natural characteristics of free press. Performing these tasks without violating the rights and freedoms of people is essential. All obstacles that limit the freedom of the press will be
removed. Also legal arrangements will be created in order to prevent press to violate basic human rights and freedom of discourse.

c) Freedom of Thought and Religion, Secularism
In the Felicity Party government, Turkey will overcome the religion and secularism debate. Secularism will encourage piety, not atheism. State will never be an institution that limits the freedom of belief. Felicity Party defends the freedom of religion and morality of everyone living in this country. Everybody has the right to religion, freedom of conscience, belief and worship; the right of fulfilling religious obligations individually and collectively; the right of selecting, learning, teaching, educating, training, being a missionary of his/her own religion; and has the right to live according to his/her own faith. With the Felicity Party, no one and no institution can create an obstacle against these rights.

d) Democracy
Materially and spiritually a person is a whole being. He/she has the right for self-government. These are inalienable rights. People as human beings are innately equipped with natural rights. No institutions and organizations can put limits on man's natural rights and these rights cannot be violated. Otherwise the regime is not a democracy. Felicity Party wishes happiness to everyone living in this country and believes that it would only be possible via true democracy based on human rights, freedom and the rule of law.

e) Rule of Law
Felicity Party believes political objectives such as full democracy, human rights, freedom, development, prosperity, peace and social solidarity will be achieved by a regime that is based on the rule of law. In our country today, it is difficult to say that the concept of the rule prevails. Laws and regulations by themselves do not make the state a state of law. State of law is a state, which has laws in accordance with the natural law, it is a state which applies these laws equally to all members.

According to the world view of solidarity that gives predominance to the righteous the natural law is shaped by the following four fundamental rights:
• Inherent fundamental human rights
• Rights and duties arising from labor
• Contractual rights and duties
• Rights and obligations arising from the principle of justice
Inherent fundamental human rights are right to live, the protection of thoughts, beliefs, chastity and honor as well as the protection of property rights. The approach of the Felicity Party is to protect rights of the righteous. The State should stand next to the righteous and take a stand against the unfair. The existence of the state that cannot protect the rights is debatable. According to world view that is based in brute force and conflict the source of rights derive from the following:
• Power,
• The decision of the majority,
• Concessions and
• Interests
Persecution arises from this point of view that justifies the powerful. Continuation of civilizations such as Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece and Ancient Rome, Western civilization considers powerful to be righteous. The Felicity Party will make every effort required to establish the rule of law.

f) The unity and integrity of our country
Today, our country's unity and integrity is threatened. Trying to change the boundaries of Muslim countries from Morocco to Indonesia by the Greater Middle East Initiative, racist-monopolistic circles support racism in our country by supporting separatist movements and continue their attempts to divide our country. As National Vision, we are opposing all kinds separatist, racist thoughts. We accept racism as a habit of the pre-Islamic age of ignorance. Implementing non-national economic policies, incompetent and shortsighted governments neglected the Eastern and Southeastern Anatolia. They led to the underdevelopment of the region. Officers of external forces oppressed and mistreated the public in the region, as well as putting terrorist pressure on faithful people of Turkey. The Felicity Party guarantees the unity of our country and the brotherhood of our people speaking different languages and dialects. The oppression of the underprivileged segments and regions of our country will be eliminated and we will assist those who want to learn their native language. Among regions, economic and social imbalances will be adjusted. Officials that send to the region will behave empathetically to local people.

g) Ethics and Spirituality
Morality is one of the basic norms that is considered as the source of peace and security in order to regulate human relations, eliminate contention and struggle, and reduce conflicts. History witnessed nations that founded great civilizations through adhering to their own moral and spiritual values. The construction of "Great Turkey" can only be based on "Morality, Spirituality and Information". For this reason, as the Felicity Party, we consider the development of morality as mandatory to maintain a better social life. Our party considers the person as a living creature which has material and spiritual aspects. Development can only be achieved if the material growth is supported by spiritual progress. Our most important difference from other opinions is our spirituality. We focus on self-training (nafs training) as prerequisite of our spirituality. Other opinions, which do not have a spiritual dimension, are slaves of their selves. The felicity is only possible by the unification of material dimension with spirituality. Everything such as peace, harmony, freedom, justice, prosperity, dignity, homeland defense and reducing the burden of the judiciary is based on morality and spirituality.

2) Restructuring
The Felicity Party will change the dysfunctional bureaucratic structure and restructure public institutions so that they will be focused on the people.

a) The Constitution
The Felicity Party will use every effort for a constitution consistent with the basic principles of democracy, human rights, international laws and norms. The new constitution will be a civil, liberal constitution that is based on human rights where freedoms will be protected in a decent way. It will also address the principle of separation of powers, the welfare state and the rule of law. The Felicity Party will prepare a national constitution based on national consensus by communicating with all sections of society.

b) Legislature
In the present case, the legislative is under the rule of the executive. With constitutional amendment, our party will fully establish the separation of powers and will make the legislature rely on the will of the whole nation. Constitutional amendments will be issued to separate the executive and legislative completely. Referendum will be more important. Important laws will be submitted to the approval of our nation. In addition, citizens and civil society organizations will be able to propose laws by collecting a certain number of signatures. Parliament bylaws will be changed, and the voice of opposition and nation shall be made effective. Parliamentary commissions will become more functional. It will be ensured that political parties can work freely according to democratic rules. Electoral laws will be issued to reflect the will of the nation effectively. The electoral threshold will be removed in order to ensure the representation of each opinion in Parliament.

c) Administrative Reform
The Felicity Party believes that Turkey cannot be managed with this over-centralized and awkward administrative structure anymore. Turkey requires a well-thought and radical administrative reform. Our main goal is to accomplish a reform that properly restructures institutions, based on transparent, flexible and dynamic functions, strengthens local governments by sharing power and democratic participation. The authority and responsibilities of local governments and special provincial administrations will be increased; the local authorities will resolve local problems. If local governments cannot solve the problem, only then the central government will be involved. There are too many ministries. The number of ministries will be reorganized by redefining their assigned fields for effective and operational management. Similar to modern democratic countries, the National Security Council will be turned into a committee that advises the government only on defense issues. All members of the autonomous institutions shall be elected by the Parliament.

d) Public Order and Security
One of the main duties of the State is to maintain public order and to provide internal and external security. Attention to human rights and human dignity is essential for accomplishing this service. Our national, spiritual, and moral values are our most important supports for the establishment of peace and harmony. Indivisibility of our country, our nation's unity, and brotherhood are basic principles. Units carrying out internal security services will be gathered under one roof.
e) Fight against Corruption
Corruption and bribery is exorbitant at almost every sector. We see excessive bureaucracy. It lacks transparency and democratic control mechanisms in the administrative structure. It has a statist economic model that distributes rent. The education system encourages materialism, which is also one of the major reasons of corruption. Corruption is the only field in which our country ranks the highest. It undermines the dignity of our mighty nation. One of the most important reasons of backwardness and poverty in the country is corruption.
The remedy is the implementation of spiritual and moral values, the improvement of bureaucratic administrative structure, ensuring transparency in government spending, and the development of democratic control mechanisms for all public expenditure. The Felicity Party will end corruption and bribery with new regulations and practices. In addition, public administration will become transparent, senior officers will regularly provide information to our people about their work. Participation of our people will be enhanced.

f) Local Administrations
Our party gives special importance to local governments. This will increase the self-confidence of the community, as well as making an important contribution to the economy by reducing the number of inefficient procedures in the public sector. In doing so, breathable and habitable cities can be built.
Currently, municipal services are limited to the urban areas in our country. This situation causes a waste of personnel, vehicles, and resources even between neighboring municipalities. Small municipalities are in a difficult position because of the shortages of qualified staff and tools while in a provincial municipality nearby personnel are waiting unemployed, vehicles are idle.
Metropolitan and provincial municipalities will be reorganized in a way to serve for all the geographic area of the province including villages.
Similar to metropolitan municipalities provincial municipalities will be responsible for zoning, planning, infrastructure services, and coordination of all residential areas in the province; district municipalities will be responsible for the infrastructure, preventive health services and other of all residential areas within the boundaries of the district.

g) Judiciary
The people of this country should be sure of the fact that their rights will not be defrauded and justice will be delivered on time. This is one of the indispensable conditions of social peace.
The Felicity Party believes that the country's urgent need is the judicial reform, so in our government this is one of the issues we will address first.
Besides the problems in legislation, it is also true that the judicial process is very slow in our country particularly due to the huge burden. Slow processing of justice mechanism leads to victimhood and of our people's confidence for the judiciary is weakened. Our people are forced to seek ways that replace the law with unacceptable methods. The main objective of our judiciary reform is judicial independence. By judicial independence, we understand the preparation of the conditions required for judges that will protect them from any kind of impact and to decide justly.
Politics and bureaucracy should not interfere judiciary; although the full independence of the judiciary is the main goal, the politicization of the judiciary and routing politics through judicial path should be ended.

As one of the three elements that exercise sovereignty the judiciary must be in harmony with our mighty nation that is the true owner of the sovereignty.

Judicial independence, neutrality and swift procedures should be provided.
Increasing the share of the budget allocated to the judiciary will solve staff problems.
For private law cases arbitration board will be extended.
Democratization process will be initiated by spreading the Arbitration mechanisms in the judicial system.
Procedural laws will be changed to ensure rapidity of courts.

In order to reduce errors of judgment, precautions shall be taken to ensure the specialization among general courts.
Intermediate courts of appeal will be established.

Addressing the issue of human rights violations, "Human Rights Specialized Courts” will be established.

The penal system is one of the important issues that should be addressed immediately. In the government of the Felicity Party, the penal system and prisons will be rearranged to protect human dignity and rights. In prisons arrangements will be made for production; the labor of prisoners will be transferred to the production.

**h) Education and Training**
The main strength of a nation is the faithful youth; not tanks, cannons, and rifles.
Everyone has the right to get education; primary education is free and compulsory.
Everyone shall benefit from technical and professional education. Higher education must be open and equal to anybody on the basis of competence. Right to education shall be inviolable in any case. Violating the right to education of students covering their heads because of their beliefs is a significant and unacceptable violation of human rights. This wrong policy will be terminated.

It is not enough to equip people with skills and information. People should gain some higher values as well; therefore we consider education and training in terms of discipline.

The country's education system has become a problem in itself due to constant interference by political and ideological considerations. Quality fallen, equal opportunity has been abolished; even the right to education of some young people is revoked.
Universities have been turned into the institutions that impose a way of life rather than producing and disseminating science.

In a country where even science, research and publications are considered as potential threats, modernization and progress cannot be achieved.
We have to change this mentality because 'knowledge generation’ is not possible in an environment where there is no freedom. Societies that cannot develop science and technology do not survive in the information age.
Therefore, the Felicity Party plans an education reform program according to the needs of time and age.
Every college and university will conduct an inventory of natural and human resources of the region where it is located. Each one of them will design a project to mobilize these resources. Universities will counsel SMEs.
Research and counseling centers will be established in the universities in order to support industrialists and businessmen. University faculty members will be provided an additional income through consultancy services. Thus, the relationship between universities and the business world will be increased, the efficiency of enterprises will be improved and universities will be turned into technology production centers. University will not charge any fees.

Accommodation facilities will be provided to our young people who cannot find education opportunities in all dorms, particularly in foundation dormitories. Financial assistance will be given to poor students at every stage of secondary and higher education. Public and private foundations should contribute to the education and training. Minimum costs will be covered for low-income students. As long as it does not violate the constitution, education and training intuitions shall be opened in all areas and all levels.

Religious culture and ethics courses and human rights and democracy will be prerequisites in education. The compulsory education and training will be gradual in the form of 4 +4 +3. The second and third stage of compulsory education will be programmed in order to facilitate the transition to vocational and technical education; the principle of equality of opportunity in access to higher education will be essential. The secondary stage of the religious vocational (imam-hatip) schools will be re-opened. Vocational and technical education and apprenticeship training and vocational courses will be developed.

Religious education will be allowed at all levels depending on the consent of the parents until the age of 18. All the obstacles to Koran courses will be removed. Ottoman Turkish will be an elective course at all levels of education. States will be obliged to determine the curriculum in primary and secondary education, put standards and control the process. Freedom and suitable administrative structure will be created in universities to support their primary tasks of scientific production and dissemination. Additional resources will be allocated to universities. Radical reform of higher education will be completed to realize university - industry collaboration and to improve technology. All academic titles and cadres will be connected to objective rules. It will be free to open higher education institutions. State will be obliged to plan, set standards for higher education, and to control the compliance of activities of higher education institutions with the law. HEC (Higher Education Council) will be removed. Instead, a committee, members of which will be elected by the National Assembly, will oversee the duties concerning higher education and ensure coordination between universities. Arrangements will be made to include representatives of society organizations in the university boards. The social security institutions will compensate the education expenses of students who cannot meet the expenses. The education of disabled people is very important and therefore necessary institutions will be developed and supported.
Public training is important; in this regard the obstacles in front of civil society organizations and local government will be removed. At the request of local people, universities will organize public courses.

**I) Culture**
The Felicity Party believes that Turkey's development and the development of arts and culture will occur in a free environment. All kinds of cultural and artistic activities will be carried out within the framework of freedom of expression. State will not produce art and culture. Culture and the arts will completely be the area of individuals and civil society and will be protected by state. The state will construct places for the performance of cultural and artistic activities and will make them available to public service. Local governments will take an active role in the promotion and the protection of our national and spiritual values. Cultural heritage, which is the common value of humanity, will be protected carefully. Historical monuments and cultural heritage will be protected. The broadcast of TV series and commercials that disrupt the integrity of the family and encourage illegitimate relationships will be blocked.

**j) Tourism**
We will make sure that tourism activities are developed within the free market rules in order to share Turkey's natural beauty, rich history, and cultural heritage with all humanity and to develop friendship and brotherhood among people. Peoples of the brother Muslim countries will be encouraged to visit Turkey. Tourism and promotion strategies will be developed for our major tourism centers, and we will be attentive to the promotion of our country. Tourism will be transformed from mass marine tourism and food tourism to introducing our historical and natural assets. Destruction of the natural beauty of our country will be stopped.

**k) Work (Labor Relations)**
Work should be based on peace, brotherhood, cooperation, mutual protection of rights and efficiency. The state should ensure and control the workplace conditions and wages suitable for the international norms, healthy living conditions and human dignity. Workers, civil servants and pensioners will get 50% wage increase. In the rule of the Felicity Party business peace will be ensured and the minimum wage will not be taxed. In our government, everyone will free to choose his job and will have fair and favorable working conditions; everyone, without any discrimination, will be provided the right to equal pay for equal work. Discrimination and abusive behavior will be stopped in working life. As all other rights and freedoms, trade union rights are very underdeveloped in our country. In our government, without discrimination all public employees and workers will be provided the rights of collective bargaining, union and strike except representative of justice, security, administration and senior officers. The classic trade unionism in Turkey will be reconsidered; the unions will be encouraged to contribute actively in increasing production in the workplace. In partnership with the trade union leaders, the corporate strategy will be developed to transform trade unions into institutions that educate workers, cooperate with employers and solve actively the
problems of their members. Unions will become the institutions of solidarity and cooperation, rather than conflict.

Laws related to employment, job security, collective bargaining, and trade unions will be rearranged according to ILO standards. Special measures will be taken for underprivileged groups such as women, children, the elderly, and the disabled in working life.

Work conditions, social security of subcontractor workers and seasonal agricultural workers will be revised; they will be provided equal trade union rights.

**k) Elimination of Barriers for the Disabled**

With the National Vision, the following measures will be taken for the removal of the obstacles faced by the disabled:

- Current regulations will be revised to respond to the needs of disabled.
- Employment opportunities in the public sector will be increased and vacancies will be filled. According to the related article of the Civil Servants Act No. 657, 3 per cent of the total number of staff officers need be reserved for the disabled civil servants. This rate will be increased. In addition, the private sector will be encouraged to employ more disabled people. Concerning the employment of disabled, the coordination among the state, private sector and civil society organizations will be provided.
- New examination system for the disabled people will be developed.
- Social security for home care services will be enhanced.
- Infrastructure facilities will be developed for the disabled in order to enable them to take an active role in every stage of social life. Necessary arrangements will be made to promote disabled athletes.
- "Barrier-free Turkey for the disabled" will be achieved.

**l) Social Security**

According to the Article 2 of the Constitution; our state has been defined as “a social state governed by the rule of law”.

Also, Article 5 of the Constitution states that the fundamental aims and duties of the State include “to strive for the removal of political, social and economic obstacles which restrict the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual in a manner incompatible with the principles of justice and of the social state governed by the rule of law; and to provide the conditions required for the development of the individual's material and spiritual existence.”

Since fundamental basis for the legitimacy of the state is the protection of human rights and human life, the provision of social security is also among the main duties of the state. Furthermore, there exists a very broad civilian area that is related to social security rather than the individual social assistance. People should contribute to social security services by establishing charities and historical pious foundations.

With the Felicity Party, the obstacles that prevent individuals and civil society organizations contribute to social security will be removed.

Everyone has the right to have social security for meeting the costs of sustainable livelihood, shelter, health and education. These rights will be assured by the state.

At social security fields and all levels of education, direct public support will be provided to anyone who needs financial assistance in order to benefit from social security.
Regulations will be prepared to ensure that the retirement age will be determined by the people through special contracts. During the Felicity Party government, everyone that has a Turkish ID card shall be considered to have social insurance from birth to death without paying the premium. The premium shall not be taken from both the employee and the employer. State already gets tax revenue from the gross domestic product. Hence, the state has to ensure the legal and social safety of individuals. No one will be left hungry, unemployed and without shelter. For Retirement the conflict of age vs. premium will be resolved.

m) Health
As in many other areas there are major problems in health care in our country; not everyone can benefit adequately from health services. Our party will make the necessary arrangements in order to provide all people health services. Since everyone will be insured from cradle to grave, they will benefit from free health care without green card; there will not be any additional payment. Health institutions should provide remedial services. Quality of services and efficiency will be upgraded in public hospitals. Foundations and the private sector will be encouraged to make investments in health sector; monopolies will be prevented. The Ministry of Health will perform the function of developing policies, plans, standards and control mechanisms rather than dealing with staff, management, organization or delivery of services. The ministry will be obliged to provide health services only in the cases in which health care cannot be provided by private sector, foundations and local governments. Since the number of traffic accidents and work-related accidents are relatively high in our country, a network of trauma centers will be established and the emergency teams and transportation will be made available to treat accidents immediately. The network of helicopter ambulance will be established around Turkey. The policy of the preventive health services will be renewed; these services will be transferred to local governments.

n) Family
Each man and woman has the right to marry and establish a family. Marriage contract shall be made with the free and full consent of women and men. Family is the natural and core group of the society; families are entitled to protection by the state. Bridging between past and future, family is the most effective institution in formation and sustenance of our culture, our identity and personality. Protection and development of the family and preventing family divisions are the duty of all institutions and organizations. Therefore, the family will be basic element of our party in modeling our social and economic policies. In our government, marriage and family institutions will be encouraged and will be supported in every way. Industrialization, urbanization and changing everyday life as a result modernization affected the institution of the family. Emergence of the modern man as an individual has contributed positively to the social relationships, but threatened the family.
Today in the developed western societies, one of the leading problems is the disintegration of family, insecurity and loneliness (a byproduct of living alone), mental disorders, violence and suicidal tendencies, alcohol and substance abuse problems. Unlike western countries, unemployment and poverty are the major problems that threatening the family in Turkey. Our party will reduce the unemployment problem with its economic policies with an emphasis on the real economy and employment and will fight against poverty with social policies. One of the major family-related issues that need to be addressed is the social status and rights of women. Both in cities and in rural areas the most important problem of women is the dilemma of work and family. Women should not neglect their children and families while contributing to the family budget and training herself. Our party will make arrangements so that the woman can fulfill the responsibility of motherhood and family.

Family will be the field where the next generation will be raised. Children, as the guarantee of future, will be introduced to society's values and worldview in the family. Family education will be provided through media and other communication tools. Publications that destroy the family institution will be prevented. Education of members of low-income families will be supported and scholarships to students will be provided. Family counseling centers will be established. These centers will play an active role in the solution of psychological problems of family members. Internet cafes will turn into educational and informational venues. Marriage will be encouraged; state support will be provided for people at the age of marriage. Interest-free marriage loan will be provided upon request so that a happy and peaceful family life can be provided.

Media will broadcast "Family Education Programs" to ensure the development of moral and spiritual values that enhance family unity, love, and solidarity. By establishing family schools, domestic violence shall be prevented. State budget will be planned to provide social assistance to all the disadvantaged. The state shall adopt the development of the family institution as a national duty. Since wife and children are very important for the family which is the foundation of human happiness, "Family, Children and Women Protection High Committee" will be established, just like the National Security Council, to protect our people’s peace and happiness. This committee shall be equipped with serious executive powers, having a say in the laws concerning the family. In order to support and strengthen the family institution "National Family Strategy" will be developed. Without family structure that enables peace and happiness, the survival of a society is not possible. Street urchins are one of the biggest problems and shame of our country; the necessary measures will be taken to save the country from this shame. Better life opportunities for the elderly will be provided and elderly care homes will be developed within foundation status.

o) Youth and Sports
Youth is the future of a nation. Organizations and institutions will serve for education of ethical, well-informed and healthy youth. Foundations and non-governmental organizations will take an active role in the education of youth.
State will provide adequate public support to every young person in need for education at all levels. In our government no young person will be deprived of education because of financial difficulty. Education and training will be provided to every young person upon request.

The Felicity Party sees the youth as one of the most important wealth of the country. We think we should take advantage of the dynamism of youth in every area. Sometimes young people are dragged to some bad habits because of their inexperience and curiosity. The target of smoking, alcohol, various drugs and chemicals, drugs and stimulants, gambling, pornography, etc. is the youth. All necessary measures shall be taken to protect youth from these bad habits.

International success in sports is not directly proportional to our young population. Our party will put emphasis on sports activities. For this purpose, the necessary infrastructure will be prepared for the sport. Bureaucratic obstacles that prevent the expansion of sports will be removed; sports organizations, including sports clubs and athletes will be encouraged. In order to revive our traditional sports, national and international organizations will be supported. Individual sports will be supported. The winners in individual sports will be awarded with satisfactory prizes.

ii) Citizens Abroad
The Felicity Party will provide public service to our people living abroad to protect and develop their rights in these countries, to prevent them from being alone and to provide the dignity of being a citizen of the Republic of Turkey. Embassies and consulates will play an active role in solving the problems of our citizens living abroad. Associations and foundations for religious and cultural needs established by our citizens abroad will be supported. Electoral legislation arrangements will be considered to enable citizens living abroad to have a say in politics. Arrangements will be make to ensure every Turkish citizen can vote in the embassies and consulates.

p) Housing Problem of Urban and Rural
Public housing construction will be revised and problems will be fixed. A national strategy will be developed for suitable housing in rural areas as well as animal shelters. No fees will be charged for the construction of housing and shelter in rural areas.

r) Environment
Our ancestors did not leave Earth to us; it is a deposit we will leave to our grandchildren. Therefore, with the Felicity Party, the priority will be given to the protection of the environment, the public's awareness will be developed for environmental protection, and organizations will be supported in order to protect the environment. Natural resources, air, water, soil, flora and fauna, particularly the natural eco-system will be preserved by exceptional planning and management. Our country has serious environmental problems because of modernization and industrialization. Across the country; erosion, unplanned urbanization and related infrastructure issues are regular, and especially in our western region environmental pollution has reached dangerous proportions resulting from industrialization. The vegetation and forests disappear across our country. Sustainable development is one of the main objectives of our party.
The Felicity Party will develop environmental policies that prioritize the protection of human health and nature and the balance of production-consumption. The basis of these policies will be education; training programs will be prepared for environmental awareness at all levels. Legal arrangements will be made to enable cooperation with international organizations, non-governmental organizations and local governments on environmental issues.

E. How will a Just “New World” be established?

1. Our foreign policy will be reorganized

Humanity has suffered greatly and paid large costs because of exploitation, conflicts and wars in the 20th century. A wind of hope blew with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the cold war but it was short-lived. It is soon realized that globalization, democracy, human rights, and the spread of prosperity are all empty words. For those singing the songs of globalization everything seemed rosy, but for those who have to listen the same song over and over it is the opposite: intolerable exploitation, extreme poverty and misery, moral corruption, life-threatening ecological destruction. A growing number of poor countries accounted for 36% of the world's population and were taking 6.5% as a share of world income in 1980. Today, 50% of the world population is poor, share of their income has been proportionally decreasing. On the other hand rich countries that constitute 15% of the world's population take more than 80% of world’s income. The wealth of the world's 200 richest people are more than the income of the poorest 2.5 billion people and 89 countries become poorer than it had been 10 years ago. Approximately 1 billion people are unemployed. 2 billion people in the world live below the hunger threshold. 250 million people are refugees in the world today. The causes of migration are permanent poverty, regional wars, ethnic cleansing and the dictatorial regimes.

Obstacles are removed for free flow of speculative capital and yet free flow of labor is not permitted. Globalization acts as a one-way turnstile in favor of rentiers, but at the expense of the poor masses. Process of impoverishment is accelerating over the world as the profits of the symbolic value of financial capitalists have gradually increased. The existing world order does not solve the problems, it adds to them. Criminal organizations, terrorism, human trafficking, drug abuse, child abuse, prostitution, contagious and infectious diseases, organ trafficking, malnutrition, inability to find clean water, lack of education.... No one can say that such a world is a nice place to live, no one can claim that international relations are fair-minded.

The majority of the world does not bring anything else but suffering by applying sanctified free market economy and liberalism. Polarized by the clash of civilizations thesis and provoked against humanity Western civilization has designed terrorism that continues to spread fear on a global scale. Sovereigns of the world claim to bring so-called “human rights, free market economy and liberal democracy” to less developed countries. But the only thing they do, in the name of fighting terrorism, is to spread war and the arms trade to increase their income with the well-known rhetoric of “recovery”.

Nature and man can no longer survive within the framework of the current economic, social and political relations popularized by the "end of history" and "globalization".
Therefore, it is time to establish people-centered “Just New World” which aims to regenerate the Earth. The present world order has lost the ability to solve problems. This racist- monopolistic colonial world order produces constant problems.

As the Felicity Party, we declare that the New World" and the civilization must be founded on the following basic principles. Our main goal is to build "Just New world” based on the principles of
• Peace not war,
• Dialogue, not conflict,
• Cooperation, not exploitation,
• Justice, not double standards,
• Equality, not arrogance,
• Human rights, freedom and democracy, not oppression and domination,
Felicity Party will develop “Self Respecting Foreign Policy” in international relations.

2. Institutional Structure of a New World
A “New World” will have the following structure.
Institutions for technological cooperation will be established and technology will be in the service of mankind’s welfare rather than its exploitation.
We will switch to a new currency. The real value of this currency will be determined; humanity will be liberated from exploitation by dollar.
A new world bank will be established to ensure cooperation and solidarity at the global level. New projects will be generated to remove the problems of poverty and misery.

A new monetary fund that emphasizes rights and justice will be established. This fund will aim to end exploitation. Resources will be transferred from the rich to the poor.
Global culture Organization that prepares ground for the spread of the justice, the rule of law and fair distribution will be established.
Media organizations will be created at the global level to ensure the dissemination of accurate information.
The New World Order will ensure the establishment of institutions to protect women's rights. These institutions will prepare the ground for the protection of women rights and the institution of family.
The New World Order will provide global integration. D8 Organization will be turned to D60 in the near future with the participation of all Muslim countries. In the future D160 will be established with the participation of all oppressed nations and comprehensive global integration based on rights and justice. Thus, particularly labor but also capital, technology, goods and services will freely flow. In this world no one will be persecuted. The world will be prepared for equitable sharing of resources.
Felicity Party believes the establishment of to the "New World" based on these principles. In establishing such a world, Turkey will play a very important role. Actually, the historical/cultural heritage and the strategic geography give such Turkey such a mission.
The Felicity Party believes in and aims to establish a new world based on these principles.
With the low profile of Turkish foreign policy since the cold war period, Turkey cannot even maintain its integrity and borders. Turkey can use its geo-political possibilities in international economic, political and security relations by developing flexible strategies. Turkey does not pursue a foreign policy compatible with its historical experience, geographical location and cultural values. On the other hand, Turkey should play a great role in this geography. By following a satellite foreign policy, the government cannot protect the unity, integrity and national independence in this region.

It should be noted that, those who supported integrity of Turkey during the cold war against the Soviet Union now consider Turkey’s water-oil balance based geo-economic activity as harmful to their own interests in the region.

In recent history various global crises occurred in different regions. They have shown the limits international security umbrella. Again, we have seen in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Chechnya, East Turkestan and Palestine, "Universal Human Values” are not a priority for some.

It is clear that Turkey should seriously re-evaluate its position according to the emergence of new international balance. This re-evaluation of our position must be compatible with the domestic policies that will reform the country. It is not possible to demonstrate a political determination in creating an international strategy without preserving national and spiritual values.

Turkey cannot achieve anything by polarizing within the country that reinforces the status quo. The minimum requirement of being able to contribute to world peace is to preserve the integrity of Turkey. This can only be achieved with freedom of expression and freedom of religion, and democratization. It is also vital to develop self-sufficient economy.

With the Felicity Party, Turkey's multifaceted international relations will be carried out within this framework. Special attention will be given to our relations with Turks and the Muslim world, especially our neighbors. Goods, capital, labor, knowledge and technology will flow freely in the Islamic geography that extends from the Atlantic Ocean to the Great Wall of China.

The strategy of the Turkish foreign policy will be in detail. We want to underline the following issues in the Election Declaration.

Felicity Party does not see the European Union as a modernization project. Besides the insult of waiting at the door, this project will alienate us from our own identity, will deter us from our sovereignty, will discourage our relations with the Islamic countries, will turn us to be dependent in economics, will assign initiative to Brussels in every issue and will divide our country. EU membership should be discouraged. We believe that we have to be on equal terms with the EU countries. However, the Felicity Party doesn’t aim to be a member state of the EU.

It will promote and protect relationships with neighbors and the Turkish-Islamic world. European Union is faced with a lot of questions because it is an integration movement that has been created according to the understanding of conflict of interests. At the global level, the EU continues to protect its monopoly position. Therefore, it is not a fair integration initiative. We intend to build a "Just New World" that is based on cooperation that aims to achieve reconstruction and rehabilitation of the earth. This new world will be
a world of peace that us based on justice rather than exploitation and imposition of abandonments. It is is open to all nations.

Worrisome events in Palestine have reached a dangerous level for peace in our region and the world. Felicity Party believes that the main cause of this phenomenon is the failure to establish an independent Palestinian state with Jerusalem as the capital. Turkey should play a more active role to force Israel to obey the UN resolutions/ It should also force Israel, if necessary, to recognize the establishment of an independent Palestinian state. EU countries should cooperate with Turkey rather than Israel. Turkey wants a just solution in the Middle East to prevail peace in our region. We believe that our relations with the United States shall continue in the context of peace, dialogue, justice and equality; The United States should abandon the “Defense Concept” formed after 2001. It threatens regional and world peace. It should withdraw from the occupied territories.

Our NATO membership will be revised because of the hostile defense strategy against Islamic countries since the collapse of the Soviet Union. We will strive for the prevention of Israel's injustice, which turned into a persecution machine with violations of human rights and expansionist policies threatening peace. We will strive to force them to withdraw from the occupied territories. The necessary measures will be taken to ensure prevention of the exploitation of the natural wealth of the Islamic countries including primarily oil and natural gas resources under a variety of pretexts. For this purpose, a non-aggression defense pact will be established between the Islamic countries; no matter the excuse, we will not be insensitive to the occupation of Muslim countries by foreign powers; and we will show determination to prevent such an attempt. The maximum effort will be put forward to develop our relations with the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) countries and the Turkic Republics. In the same vein, special importance will be given to the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) and every effort will be presented for the development of cooperation in cultural, economic, ecological, infrastructural and other fields with these countries. Under the pretext of the fight against terrorism, the U.S. operations become regular events in our region. The intervention of the U.S. in Afghanistan and Iraq do not bring peace to our region. U.S. should withdraw immediately from these countries; the government should be left to the representatives of local people. Western Intelligence agencies should stop supporting sabotage and terrorist acts in our region. Muslims believe in peace and justice. They will solve their problems if there is no foreign intervention. Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have not ended the terror. To the contrary, they provoked it. Terror would not be prevented, but would be increased by colonial logic.

Western imperialism that colonized the Islamic World according to their own interests at the beginning of the 20th century divided Muslim countries and brought puppet administrators. These administrations oppressed and dominated their own people. They helped the colonialists to pillage the countries resources. Since the beginning of the year 2011, people stood up to oppression in the Islamic geography and they wish to change repressive rulers in their countries. But the racist-
monopolistic powers have entered into the struggle to change this resistance according to their own interests. They have prepared the grounds in Libya for internal conflict. The country has been destroyed with the French attack. Unfortunately, the AKP government has remained a bystander; they have even changed their views under the influence of external pressures. Organization of Islamic Conference and the D-8 countries have not been involved to prevent foreign intervention. If National Vision were in power in Turkey, Western imperialism could not have done such destruction in Islamic regions. The solution in Cyprus is possible by guaranteeing the existence of Turkish sovereignty and security in Cyprus. Turkish republic of northern Cyprus should be protected and should develop good relations with the southern Greek State. In the rule of the Felicity Party, D-8 will be revived. Then it will be passed to D-60, the second phase of the D-8, afterwards D-160 will be established in the near future with the participation all oppressed nations. A just "New World” based on peace and justice will be founded. In the rule of the Felicity Party, Turkey will become "a habitable country” by ensuring the rule of law and by establishing justice in gain-burden distribution. Ensuring national unity and solidarity, “Great Turkey” will be constructed. That's when ambassadors of contemporary imperialist colonial states will not interfere in the internal affairs of Turkey. Turkey will become an independent state for real. Turkey will assume a leading role in re-establishing the civilization of peace. Turkey will lead the way to the establishment of “Just New World" that will change the history.

Conclusion

Our Esteemed Nation,

In order for the establishment of a “Habitable Turkey”

Reconstruction of “Great Turkey”

“A New World”

let’s vote for ourselves.

Felicity Party is the essence of the nation, the National Vision

The vote you cast for Felicity Party is the vote you cast to yourself

“Victory belongs to those who believe in it and victory is near”

Let June 12 be a fest, let the Felicity government be blessed.

Nation’s “vision”

Felicity Party